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List of Items Discovered in Mass Graves in Serbia
1. Batajnica 01 [BA 01]
1.1 Exhumation and forensic examination of the bodies: 12 - 27 June, 2001.
1.2 Forensic team of the Institute for Forensic Medicine in Belgrade:
Professor Dr Dušan Dunjić, Dr Tanja Atanasijević, Dr Vesna Đokić, Dr ĐorĎe
Alempijević, Professor Slobodan Savić, anthropologists Profesor Dr Marija Đurić and
her assistant Dr Danijela Đonić, and archaeologist Andrej Starović, Research Station
Petnica.
1.3 Observers:
Professor Marti Valter (Marty Walter), a pathologist from Switzerland, Vilijam Fulton
(William Fulton), an investigator of the Hague Tribunal, Kevin Kertis (Kevin Curtis),
the chief of the investigative team of the Hague Tribunal, Brenda Kenedi (Brenda
Kennedy), the director of the forensic team and Dr Mark Skiner (Mark Skinner),
forensic pathologist - International Commission on Missing Persons (ICMP) and Mojca
Šivert, the Humanitarian Law Center.
1.4 Terrain:
The mass grave Batajnica 01 is located at the recreation ground "13. maj" of the Special
Antiterrorist Unit pf the Ministry of Internal Affairs, 100 meters from the Danube and
approximately one kilometer south of the Belgrade - Batajnica road. Along one side of
the recreation ground there is an earth road while along the other there are tunnels
where mushrooms are grown. The grave covers an area of 2.40 x 7.00 meters. The
exhumed and autopsied bodies were placed into a refrigerator and then, locked and
sealed, in the tunnel where the Agricultural Combine Beograd grows mushrooms, near
the Danube, in the vicinity of the recreation ground of the Special Antiterrorist Unit. In
addition to the bodies, personal effects discovered on the location Batajnica 01 were
brought into the tunnel.
1.5 Unassigned identification parameters:
An identity card found in a blue jacket to the name of Fatmire (Vesel) Berisha from
Suva Reka/ Suhareke, born in 1975 in Suva Reka/ Suhareke, identity card number
78149, issued on June 10, 1998.
An identity card and a health care card to the name of Hamdi (Sahit) Berisha from
Suva Reka/ Suhareke, born in 1945, in Suva Reka/ Suhareke, with a partly visible
citizens unique identification number 1107946.

An identity card found among the strewn articles of clothing to the name of Musli
Berisha from Suva Reka/ Suhareke, born in 1940 in Suva Reka/ Suhareke. 1
An identity card to the name of Nexhmedin Berisha from Suva Reka/ Suhareke, born
in 1962 in Suva Reka/ Suhareke.2
A motor vehicle registration card to the name of Zoga Mehdin from Suva Reka/
Suhareke. 3

1.6 Unassigned articles of clothing and personal property:
In the grave, some articles of clothing and personal property items were found which
could not be assigned to a particular body. Each article of clothing was marked as
"slobodna garderoba - SG" (unassigned articles of clothing) and stored in a bag bearing
a marking from BA SG I to BA SG VIII.
1.7 Unassigned articles of clothing:
A white T-shirt with green stripes and little white stars in the stripes; a piece of cloth;.
a brassiere; a leather jacket; a T-shirt.
1.8 Unassigned personal property items:
A pair of glasses; a wristwatch.
1.9 Identification parameters, articles of clothing and personal property items
found on the bodies:4
An identity card to the name of Afrim (Musli) Berisha from Suva Reka/ Suhareke,
identity card number 64933, citizens unique identification number 0304974952016,
issued on May 29, 1995, serial number CP 09339573 - body BA-09;5
A number of documents to the name of Vesel Berisha from Suva Reka/ Suhareke, born
in 1938, in Suva Reka/ Suhareke – body BA-226;
A white tennis shoe with slanted black lines on the right foot 7 – body BA 38;
An identity card and driver's license to the name of Hasan Bytyqi, born in 1954 in the
village of Raštane/ Rashtan, Suva Reka/ Suhareke - body BA-568.

2. Batajnica 02 [BA 02]
2.1. Exhumation and forensic examination of the bodies:July 16 - September 21,
2001.
1

Testimony of Vilijam Fulton (William Fulton) given in the proceedings against Slobodan Milošević, on
May 28, 2002. FHP documentation.
2
Ibid.
3
Ibid.
4
All identification parameters, articles of clothing and personal property items have been marked with
the numbers of the body they were found on.
5
Testimony of Vilijam Fulton (William Fulton) in the proceedings against Slobodan Milošević on May
28, 2002. FHP documentation.
6
Ibid. Vilijam.Fulton (William Fulton), in his testimony, gives a precise definition of the documents in
question.
7
Pathologists of the Institute for Forensic Medicine believed it was the body of a child with a tennis shoe
on the right foot.
8
Testimony of Vilijam Fulton (William Fulton) in the proceedings against Slobodan Milošević, on May
28, 2002. FHP documentation.
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2.2 Forensic team of the Institute for Forensic Medicine in Belgrade:
Professor Dr Dušan Dunjić, Professor Dr. Miroljub Obradović, Assistant Professor Dr
Ivanka Baralić, Dr ĐorĎe Alempijević, Dr Dragan Ječmenica, anthropologist Professor
Dr Marija Đurić, replacements: Assistant Dr Slobodan Nikolić and Assistant Dr.
Snežana Pavlekić, assistants at the autopsy Redžep Mamutovski and Ljubisav
Bordejašević, and criminology technician of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, Petar
Ilinčić.
2.3 Observers:
Vilijam Fulton (William Fulton), investigator of the Hague Tribunal, Dr Mark Skiner
(Mark Skinner), forensic anthropologist of International Commission on Missing
Persons (ICMP), Ljiljana Bogdanović, and Silvija Panović-Đurić, OSCE, and Iris
Bjelica, the Humanitarian Law Center.
2.4 Terrain:
Mass grave Batajnica 02 is located 300 meters from the Danube. Its surface amounts to
approximately 100 square meters. All the bodies, as well as the articles of clothing
found there, are stored in a tunnel in the immediate vicinity of the police recreation
center "13. Maj".
2.5 Unassigned articles of clothing:
A men's leather jacket lined with artificial fur in a pocket of which a deformed military
aluminum cup was found and some remnants of a jacket; a pair of cotton long johns;
a violet cotton pullover with beige stripes; a part of a white, scorched child's sweatshirt
with a pattern on its front and the lettering “LITTLE ANGELES “; a child's sweatshirt
with the design showing "Snow-white and the Seven Dwarfs"; a sweatshirt with the
lettering “SPEED THE CAR THE PLANE THE TRAIN”.
2.6 Unassigned footwear:
A pair of black leather shoes, with laces, rubber-soled, size 44; a pair of black leather
moccasins, pointed, size 43; a pair of black moccasins, with a leather tie, rubber-soled;
a pair of black leather shoes, with laces, size 43; a pair of brown, leather ankle-high
shoes, with laces, metal-studded, plastic-soled, with the lettering "CAT" on the tongue
of the boots; a pair of ankle boots, rubber, lined, with the zip-fastener on the inner side,
size 42;
a pair of brown ankle-high leather shoes, rubber-soled, with laces; a pair of black
leather moccasins, size 44, woven leather uppers; a pair of black and white leather
tennis shoes, ankle-high, brand name “VICTORY”; a pair of black leather shoes, with
laces, plastic-soled, size 41, with brown cloth insert around the ankle; a pair of
bordeaux leather shoes, with laces, size 44; a pair ankle-high, black and white tennis
shoes, with the lettering "MD" at the back of the ankle; three odd, leather, ankle-high
shoes with a thick sole, two left and one right shoe; a left tennis shoe.
2.7 Unassigned items:
Three planks, two wooden ones (2 m x 25 cm) and an aluminum one (1. 5 m x 8 cm);
Two planks (2 m x 20 cm), one of them blue;
A military name tag with the inscription "30.06.1980. - Esmaine Llazi -Tirane", a hood,
a peasant jacket and a metal boot support;
A piece of plasticized rubber with the inscription "delegat Socijalistička partija Srbije”
(delegate Socialist Party of Serbia);
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Large quantities of metal and wire;
Parts of a truck, two parts of the back door of a refrigeration truck, large tires,
crankshaft, pump, as well as metal rings usually used with canvas coverings;.
A bag with 2 to 3 kg of white sugar.
2.8 Identification parameters, articles of clothing and property items found on the
bodies9:
A trouser leg and a part of a pair of trousers, a part of underpants, a part of a thin plastic
jacket, left shoe with a sock – body 2BA -03;
A wristwatch, English language textbook and mathematics textbooks in Albanian body 2BA-47;
A complete set of dentures (upper and lower), two plastic combs, white and yellow,
pocketknife - body 2BA-77;
A 100 dinar note, two ball-point pens, a piece of paper with child's drawings and
telephone numbers, a half empty tube of “Ketonal” medicament- body 2BA-82;
An identity card in the left inside pocket of a short coat to the name of Ali (Kadri)
Bajrami, born on May 20, 1942, in Madanj, citizens' unique identification number
2005942940009, identity card number 122488, issued on October 20, 1992, at the
municipality of Đakovica, the village of Skivijane, a watch of grey metal with a yellow
stripe - body 2BA-92;
A large metal ring - body 2BA-97;
A metal dental bridge in a jawbone, metal watchstrap - body 2BA-98;
A part of a belt, with a loop, a part of blue denim jeans, a pair of dark cloth trousers
with thin red stripes along their length, a pair of blue corduroy jeans with a broad belt
and a massive buckle, a part of a pair of terrycloth long johns, a part of another pair of
terry cloth long johns, a part of men's briefs (light background, blue and red horizontal
stripes), a part of swimming trunks and a sleeve of home-made sweater - body 2BA-99;
A little cloth bag with 1000 DM in it, a part of the waist of a pair of jeans with a label
bearing the lettering ”M VINCI CASUAL”, a part of a black sweater with the Jacquard
weave collar, a beige-violet shirt and a hand-made beige sweater with a square neck –
body 2BA-100;
Remnants of a hand-made sweater, bordeaux and cyclamen in color, a watch and a
wedding ring - body 2BA-101;
A watch - body 2BA-104;
A part of a brown police belt with a square plate-like buckle and characteristic doublerow buckling - body 2BA-103/2BA-91 (anthropological analysis was used to determine
that this was a single body);
A cloth handkerchief with a read thread border, a part of a dark blue or black sweatshirt,
a pair of blue jeans with a belt and a "flyer" jacket - body 2BA-105;
A beige sweater with violet, turquoise and blue horizontal stripes, remnants of an
undershirt and pants - body 2BA-106;
A grey sweatshirt with a collar, tan machine-made sweater with the weave design
reading ”MARITIME” and a tan T-shirt with vertical blue stripes - body 2BA-107;
Remnants of blue corduroys with a black belt, remnants of a dark blue cloth shirt with a
collar and of a blue sweater with geometrical design - body 2BA-108;
A flat metal belt buckle - body 2BA-109:

9

All identification parameters, articles of clothing and items have been marked with the number of the
body they were found with.
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A grey and black cardigan, a black denim shirt and a lined plastic jacket - body 2BA110;
A green-black sweatshirt - body 2BA-111;
A lined synthetic jacket, cloth plaid shirt with red, black and green squares, a grey
sweatshirt with an inserted piece and a zip fastener on the upper part, and a brown laceup shoe with the inscription “HAPPY SHOES”. Scorched remnants of banknotes (2 x
200, 3 x 100 and 1 x 10 DM) and a watch - body 2BA-114;
A lower denture (complete), single-breasted dark-blue coat, black synthetic rubber boot
lined with synthetic fur, a pair of blue cloth trousers (with a piece of string threaded
through the loops), black cloth shirt with violet and bordeaux stripes intersecting at 90
degrees, hand-knitted woolen socks, violet machine-made sweater, a grey-olive sock,
long-sleeved T-shirt, (parts of military) uniform, two foils of the “Ranitan” (“zdravilo
za ukus, Lek Ljubljana”) medicament, pocket knife with the red handle, a pair of
spectacles, a flashlight, a comb (little, plastic, brown), a wallet (empty, brown-blue in
color) and a vial with the metal top containing white powder.- body 2BA-116;
A driver's license, registration for a tractor and a tractor trailer, vehicle technical
examination card and a golden tooth in a jawbone. The documents have been issued to
the name of Isni Brahimi, born on July 6, 1959, citizens' unique identification number
0607959940004, the village of Nivokaz in the municipality of Đakovica, issued by the
Office of Interior Affairs in Đakovica on April 6, 1993, driver's license number 12839.
Registration for a tractor and a tractor trailer to the same name - (tractor brand name
IMT-539, red, license plate number DJ 20-38, dated August 1, 1989). A sweater with
brown and tan squares, hand-made tan pullover and a plastic jacket with patterned
lining, an old key, cigarette lighter, watchstrap (with a bullet rammed into the back of
the watch), nail clippers and razor blades -body 2BA-117;
Two beads with their violet color peeled away here and there found in a pocket of a
black plastic jacket and a blue sweatshirt with a broad red stripe across the breast and
along the edges - with the bodies 2BA-118 and 2BA-11910;
A banknote of 10 Swiss franks in the remnants of a coat - body 2BA-128;
Banknotes in the amount of 40 DM - body 2BA-134;
A brown plastic comb and two vials with medicaments (without labels) - body 2BA135;
A wedding ring, a wristwatch with a grey-yellow stretch watchstrap and a plastic comb
- body 2BA-136;
A black leather jacket with a zip-fastener and a black silk lining, with a label “HAPPY
LIFE”, a green sweatshirt with the Russian collar and the breast hook-up, on the lower
front part there have been two blue stripes with a zip-fastener and the inscription
”COLUMBIA” in red letters, upper and lower parts of an “ADIDAS” track suit, black
tracksuit with thee horizontal yellow stripes and white letters, grey machine-made cap
with a turned-up edge and an inscription ”NIKE”, long-sleeved undershirt with black
lettering “WER DIE WAHL HAT HAT Weihnachten”, patterned turquoise-cyclamenyellow striped swimming trunks - body 2BA-136;
A tan-green sweatshirt with the word "NIKE" written in green-bordered little red
squares, dark blue tracksuit without any characteristic markings, black “WRANGLER”
undershirt and green-blue striped swimming trunks - body 2BA-139;
A metal pocket knife with a chain, pocket watch with a chain, wooden cigarette-holder,
a pair of scissors with red plastic, two skeins of string, two ball-point pens, a hat, nail
10

The Humanitarian Law Center observer has failed to clearly determine near which body these articles
were found..
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clippers, dressing and a yellow, plastic transistor radio with eight alkaline 1.5 volt
batteries, gun barrel cleaning string - body 2BA-140;
The remnants of a melted wristwatch - body 2BA-148;
32. two pairs of trousers, long johns, socks and a part of a tennis shoe of indeterminate
color and size - body 2BA-150;
Remnants of a black leather jacket - discovered on the body 2BA-151;
A green-blue sweatshirt with the lettering ”SMAILE” drawn on it in black-tanbordeaux-green color, a black sweatshirt with oval knitted letters in bordeaux and green
color spelling “KEINO”, a zip-fastener with a holder in the shape of the Latin letter “B”
with two tan running deer in the middle, grey long johns, tan shirt with a brown
artificial leather label bearing the inscription “CLUB 15”, the remnants of a dark plastic
jacket with bordeaux lining and a black sweatshirt with printed rectangular tan designpattern - body 2BA-152;
A watch - body 2BA-153;
A part of a sleeve of a scorched black cloth jacket with black silk lining, a part of the
green material (probably a remnant of a sweatshirt) and the remnant of a pair of blue
cloth trousers - body 2BA-154;
A dark violet plastic jacket with a metal zip-fastener at the front and a slanted zipfastener at the pocket surrounded with green machine-made stitches, torn into two parts
at the back (left and right), and a green design surrounded with brown thread bearing
the lettering “GF 1907”, blue, synthetic material jacket with a white sleeve which bore
two vertical dark blue stripes and latex borders around the neck, the sleeves and pocket
edges in blue-white, red color, cotton green-tan sweatshirt, the waist of a pair of black
jeans with a broad brown belt and a metal buckle, a part of black long johns, tartan
black-green cloth shirt whose two breast pockets have flaps and a button each and a
white label with a yellow inscription “FOSTERS”, a part of light blue jeans, a watch
with a fork-shaped hand - body 2BA-156;
A black cloth beret - found on the body 2BA-158;
A tan shirt with the design of small brown squares, a flannel shirt with large black and
red tartan design and a characteristic green-tan button, a cloth jacket with the tan basic
weave and a characteristic drawing and latex around the waist - body 2BA-159;
A golden chain - body 2BA-170;
A part of a dark color cotton jacket or sweatshirt, a part of dark green plastic jacket found near the bodies 2BA-163 and 2BA-163a (the bag contained bones belonging to
various persons of approximately the same age);
A watch (deformed) - body 2BA-164;
A dark blue sweatshirt with a zip-fastener at the front, brown long-sleeved T-shirt with
the oval neck and white terry cloth long johns, beige, light material shirt with irregular
blue, yellow and green patterns, a pair of green-tan plaid socks, a bordeaux sweatshirt
with a round neck and white letters spelling” QUATRRO AMICI” on its front left part
and the drawings of three faces, the lower part of a dark blue plastic tracksuit with the
white lining and the letters spelling “REEBOK”, with a slanted pocket above it, a
brown lined jacket with green silk lining and a black ruffle at the waist, black lace-up
shoes with rubber soles bearing a very striking pattern on the lower part reading
“BOSS-made in Italy”, a golden chain - body 2BA-172;
A part of a denture, a massive golden ring with a massive crown, a pocket knife, a
watch in a black beads case with sewn on petals made of white beads, a cigarette
lighter, nail clippers, a razor blade - body 2BA-176;
Two identity cards and work certificate: an identity card to the name of Simon
(Ibrahimi) Sokoli, born on March 13, 1962, in the village of Radonjić, the municipality
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of Đakovica, citizens' unique identification number 1303962940028, identity card
number 10528, date of issue December 27, 1990, issued by the Office of Interior Affairs
in Đakovica and an identity card to the name - (illegible first name) Sokoli, born on
January 31, 1965, citizens' unique identification number 3101965945018, in Fshatin
Jahoc, the municipality of Đakovica, identity card number 32775, date of issue January
27, 1988, issued by the Office of Interior Affairs in Đakovica. A work certificate issued
by “Juteks holding korporacije d.d.” from Đakovice (illegible name). Metal oxidized
dinars, phone book, 2 little and 2 large photos of one and the same female person,
massive golden ring, money (5 x 100 and 1 x 500 DM) and two identity cards. In
addition, in the identity card case a metal alloy bust of Mary Mother of God with a child
was found - body 2BA-177;
An identity card (the contents almost illegible) with the citizens' identification number
190797594011, identity card number 112388, date of issue November 14, 1991, place
of issue illegible. A turquoise velvet shirt, a pair of beige cotton long johns, grey-black
cotton socks, men's briefs with blue and green stripes over the white background, dark
blue, long-sleeved cotton shirt and violet, short-sleeved shirt with a large flower printed
at the front part, beige, with characteristic, blue calligraphic writing - body 2BA-179;
48. a black plastic jacket with green lining, with a zip-fastener and buttons and with
flapped pockets sewn-on on the sides, with a drawstring at the waist and a label
”TRADITIN” above the red letters spelling ”GDC-safe, comfortable, delighte”, size
“M”, a light olive hand-made sweater with a round neck, a long-sleeved brown-black
cloth shirt with red buttons and the pockets with zip-fasteners at the front, and a singlebreasted brown coat made of heavy herringbone cloth, a comb, a pocket knife, a
cigarette holder, two ball-point pens and a pencil - body 2BA-185;
A health care card issued in 1965 to the name of Rama (Hazir) Sezai, born on
December 3, 1963, in the village of Molić, the municipality of Đakovica, a rucksack
with things. In the outside front pocket 2 broken toothbrushes were found, 2 candles,
dressing, 2 cakes of soap (brand name “FAX” and “FRESH”), a little glass bottle with
brandy in it, a used-up tube of toothpaste, a rose-colored plastic comb and a little cloth
bag with a zip-fastener bearing the lettering ”OCEAN TRIP CRUISE”. In this little bag
a foil of “navalgetan” pills was found, a foil of “acetisal”, a small tube of
“hloramfenikol” ointment, an ampoule of “buskopan”, 3 sachets of shampoo, a 50 dinar
note. In the rucksack itself, the following items were found: ladies black leather purse, a
pair of white terry cloth socks with a rose and green pattern, a pair of black tights, a pair
of white terry cloth socks with a rose and cyclamen pattern, a pair of white child's tennis
shoes, brand name ”WIAX”, with a blue pattern, a gray T-shirt, with white lettering
reading ”ADIDAS” at the front, a pair of heavier green men's socks, a white T-shirt
with a printed triangle at the front with the words ”CRAIZY LIFE”, size “M”, a pair of
green and blue nylon stockings, a pair of green child's long johns, a bordeaux, shortsleeved cotton blouse with two pockets and tan and black buttons, blue plaid men's shirt
with a zip-fastener where the sleeves, the collar and the pockets are dark blue, two pairs
of children's “LEVIS” denim jeans, a child's tan shirt, a black plaid shirt size 56, a pair
of black with tan and green design, a cotton T-shirt with horizontal blue stripes, green
and yellow on the sleeves, a pair of blue perlon socks with white heels and toes, a cake
of soap, the lower part of a black, synthetic material tracksuit, size XXL and knitted
letters spelling “SOCCER”, 8 packs of “MONTE CARLO” cigarettes, a length of latex.
Around the neck, in a leather pouch, the body had a Muslim priest's good luck charm. In
the said ladies leather purse with the metal buckle there were a white handkerchief, a
pair of knee-high nylon socks in a case, a piece of crayon, three “paracetanol” pills, a
health care card (old form) and 42 color photographs - body 2BA-186;
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A golden chain with a pendant in the shape of a cross sign with equal prongs - body
2BA-219;
A black leather jacket with synthetic lining and the label “COBRA TEKS”, size 58,
with a zip-fastener and double leather collar, a pair of black denim ”LEVIS 501” jeans,
size 27-38, with a broad light-brown belt and a metal buckle, a black machine made
sweater with an oval neck with a grey Jacquard weave pattern, a shirt with vertical
violet and blue stripes, a pair of white long johns and a pair of green briefs, a white Tshirt with five rose buttons and a blue-rose sock - body 2BA-190;
Remnants of a dark blue jersey coat, a shirt with blue, rose and tan stripes and the
remnants of a violet sweatshirt - body 2BA-196;
53. a grey-olive sweater with a label reading ”MILITARY EQUIPMENT” - body 2BA197;
A brown jacket with two iron rings used to fasten it, a brown cloth shirt with yellow
squares design and the buttons of the same color, a black cardigan with a collar and
three buttons in the upper outer half, the remnants of a white T-shirt with a vertical
turquoise and violet pattern and a metal transistor radio with batteries - body 2BA-198;
55. on the right arm, on the inside, there was a tattoo “JNA 8.7.1982.”, a single-breasted
grey pepita coat with two cut-in pockets on the front part, with black lining and a label
“BULUT” below the inside left pocket, a turquoise sweatshirt with a round neck and the
letter “M” in the upper left corner, a tan sweatshirt with a turquoise ruffle and a thick
band of the same color along the middle where, in white letters, it was written
“ENERGY”, a blue synthetic lower part of “ADIDAS” tracksuit, two pairs of grey long
johns, a green sock and a black shoe with the lead point and a ribbed rubber sole, a
wristwatch with a metal watchstrap, a yellow plastic cigarette lighter, a cigarette holder,
a leather wallet with leather borders and two 50 dinar notes and calling cards, all these
items were found in a pocket of the coat - body 2BA-199;
A black leather jacket with a zip-fastener and with the lining and four pockets (two
horizontal and two vertical) at the front, below the collar there used to be yellow-green
knitted label, a pair of black denim “LEVIS 501” jeans, a pair of green long johns with
a plastic zip-fastener and a hip pocket, a black T-shirt with a "V" neck, bordered in
white and red color, a singlet with violet-white horizontal stripes, a pair of green briefs
with a white pattern, a black sweater with a polo neck, machine made, dark grey socks
with a knitted “789 BOSTON COLLECTION” and knee-high shoes with the word
“CAT” written on their tongue, a golden chain around the neck (broken), a plastic
cigarette lighter, calling cards, a pack of “MONTE CARLO” cigarettes - body 2BA200;
A bordeaux hand-made sweater, a black leather jacket and a pair of tan long johns body 2BA-201;
A pair of white briefs with blue flowers, with blue latex border, a pair of light blue
“GAS“ jeans with a leather belt and a big metal buckle with the Zodiac signs in basrelief, a striped T-shirt with narrow vertical black and tan stripes - body 2BA-202;
A tan fur coat with a synthetic lining, a turquoise cotton tracksuit, a pair of black socks,
a green rubber boot, a flashlight, a pack of “MARLBORO” cigarettes, a pipe, a big
rusted nail, a foil of “analgin” pills - body 2BA-203;
A tan hand-made woolen pullover, a pair of rubber galoshes with straps, a pair of tan
woolen socks, a black jacket with a white lining, a heavy shirt and a men's blue cotton
shirt - body 2BA-205;
A 1000 DM banknote - on the body 2BA-211;
A bordeaux passport with the lettering SFRJ, with illegible data, a clear photograph, a
wallet with 100 DM banknote - body 2BA-212;
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A large-ribbed tan corduroy jacket with black lining and a zip-fastener in the middle.
Below the collar, on the lining, there is a label reading ”THE BRAND OF QUALITY”
and, along the middle, in large letters, “FORCE”, a lower part of a black tracksuit with
two thick and two thin white vertical stripes and two side pockets, with zip-fasteners
and the letters “ADIDAS” in the upper left corner, a pair of black cloth machine-made
jeans with slanted pockets, zip-fastener and two yellow buttons, with a label made of
light material and with red letters spelling ”BUGLEBOY”, a long-sleeved mélange
sweatshirt with a three button collar, with a sown-on front pocket bearing the word
“VIRSTIP”, a dark turtleneck, a pair of tan long johns, tan long-sleeved undershirt and
a pair of green socks - body 2BA-215;
A pair of blue denim jeans, a dark-olive jacked made of a heavy cloth and "vatelin"
with a black plaid lining, with a black emblem on the front left side where a knitted
unrecognizable white pattern used to be, a tan turtleneck with the sign "NIKE" knitted
in black thread, a tan singlet with rose-blue-yellow letters spelling the word “ESPRIT”
and, below it, in longhand letters, “FREE TIME WEAR ORIGINAL DESIGN” - body
2BA-216;
A heavy cloth shirt with a collar and yellow buttons, plaid with red, green and blue
horizontal stripes, single-breasted, with a label bearing the word “MARIOS”, a pair of
dark violet cloth machine-made trousers with a black rather thick belt with two prongs
and a series of two holes, a tan sweatshirt with a round neck in the middle of which
there is a lighter color label with the word “TEAM”, the bottom part of a black tracksuit
with white and blue horizontal stripes, a short-sleeved T-shirt and the letters “OLIMPIA
2000” and the corresponding Olympic emblem, a pair of dark blue terry cloth shorts, a
right lace-up black shoe with a ribbed rubber sole bearing the inscription
“ANTISTATICH HENKE br. 42”, a plastic comb - body 2BA-217;
A pair of blue denim jeans with a worn-out belt and metal buckle, a tan machine-made
pullover, a multicolored sweatshirt with a collar, fastened with two buttons, with white,
green and dark blue stripes, with a black label and longhand letters spelling “JULEPS”,
a pair of black and tan briefs, a pair of white long johns, a grey T-shirt with an irregular
black design and blue orange longhand letters spelling ”THIS IS WHAT WE WERE
LOOKING 4!” - body 2BA-218;
A dark brown leather jacket with a woolen ruffle, a zip-fastener, a collar and sown-on
pockets, with flaps and a label reading “TRADITON-FULLSTOP COLLECTION
ORIGINAL CLOTHING MANUFACTURES L”, a long-sleeved sweatshirt with a V
neck and the label “CAT”, the bottom part of a dark blue tracksuit with white, vertical
side stripes and the sign and the word “NIKE”, a pair of tan long johns, a pocket knife
with a brown handle, a little bottle of “JOHNNY WALKER RED LABEL” whiskey, a
medal, two golden chains around the neck and a wrench size 8/10. - body 2BA-219;
A pair of black cloth trousers with a black belt and a metal buckle, a tan long-sleeved
blouse with an oval neck, a green machine-made sweater with a round neck and with a
knitted image of a hunter with a rifle and a dog and, on its lowest third, horizontal
yellow, blue and brown patterns, a pair of green long johns, a synthetic shirt with a
yellow background and green and dark blue designs, a tan hand-made pullover, a black
leather jacket with the zip-fastener connected sleeves and bordeaux silk lining, a plaid
tan and beige men's sock, a smooth, grey metal cigarette case with the embossed letters
“JOB”, a brown pocket phone book and a white metal watch with black watchstrap and
Arabic numerals. in the trousers, a tobacco pouch and cigarette paper, a foil containing
5 “bensendin” pills - body 2BA-220;
An identity card to the name of Seyt (Gjon) Hasanaj, born on March 30, 1954, in the
village of Meje, the municipality of Djakovica, citizens' unique identification number
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3003954940004, identity card number 115483, date of issue January 9, 1992, valid for
10 years, a black watch with a plastic watchstrap - body 2BA-221; 70. a short black
jacket with a zip-fastener and a collar, with black lining containing and a pocket on the
left-hand side, a plastic black jacket with a bordeaux stripe in the place of the border
and a characteristic white-green design on the left front side, a plastic red vest
ornamented with square stitches and with two front pockets, a press stud fastening and a
label reading “ORIGINAL BIG STARS CLOTHES-PREFERED FOR LONG WEAR”,
a brown machine-made sweater with vertical bas-relief stripes and a round neck, a pair
of black “LEVIS 501” denim jeans, size W30-L36, and a thick belt threaded through
the loops, a bottom part of a dark blue tracksuit with two white and one blue braid and a
thick belt threaded through the loops, a bottom part of a dark blue tracksuit with two
white and one blue braid and the words “FREEDOM SPORT” on the left front side, a
bottom part of a grey tracksuit with white-blue and red braids, with a brown patch, a
pair of rubber boots size 43 - body 2BA-227;
A Muslim priest's charm - body 2BA-228;
A plastic rose comb, two 20 DM banknotes, a watch with yellow hands and a red
second and a bag of “Tarabosh” tobacco with a pair of spare socks - body 2BA-231;
An identity card to the name of Krist (Ibrahim) Sokoli, born on October 16, 1969, in
Radonjić, the municipality of Đakovica, citizens' unique identification number
1610969940023, place of residence the village of Jahoc, the municipality of Đakovica,
date of issue May 11, 1998, identity card number 188334, a black leather jacket with
two zip-fasteners and two knitted pockets in the lower front part, with a blue and tan
plaid lining, a pair of black "GAS" denim jeans with a broad black belt with two prongs
on the big metal buckle and a series of two holes on the belt, a pair of blue socks, a pair
of grey socks with a red design and a pair of black lace-up with thick ribbed soles shoes
“ABS br. 41”. In the left inner pocket of the jacket a key with a key-holder was found
along with a grey leather wallet with dinar coins and an identity card - body 2BA-225;
The bottom part of a black synthetic tracksuit with a white strain-like insert at the front
on the blue background and vertical letters and the sign “NIKE”, a pair of dark blue
terry cloth long johns, a part of a black plastic jacket, a long-sleeved dark grey
sweatshirt with a collar with two black stripes, fastened with three buttons, and with a
label bearing the letters “DIEGO COMPANY br. 2”, a part of a light brown left lace-up
shoe - body 2BA-233;
A pair of black corduroy jeans with a leather belt of the same color and a big square
buckle, gray-olive long johns, a black sock with white flowers, a light material longsleeved T-shirt, white with blue patterns and a pocket on the upper front part, with a V
neck, a tan machine-made turtleneck sweater with a zip fastener and a label reading
“VA BENE”, a black leather jacket with a zip-fastener, a collar, and brad pockets with
flaps, studs and a vertical zip-fastener where, on the black background of the label, in
red letters, it was written ”SUCCEDEIR”, a pack of "ranital" and a pack of "SILVER"
razor blades were found in the pocket of the jacket - body 2BA-234;
A longish golden chain with two pendants, one of which is a crucifix, while the other
one is in the shape of an open charter bearing a bas-relief of Skenderbeg and a
rectangular watch of grey metal. A metal tobacco case with some tobacco in it was
found near the body - body 2BA-235;
A machine-made sweater with black, bordeaux, grey and green pattern and a round
neck, a thin viscose shirt with yellow, grey and green design, two pairs of grey terry
cloth long johns, a white, short-sleeved T-shirt bearing a drawing of a cook and a
cooker and a circular text “NEUEROFFNUNG KUCHE 1999, HOTEL zum
STORCHEN”, a black denim jacket with studs and two labels “FOSTER” and
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“INTERNATIONAL JEANS”, a pair of black denim jeans with a green label and
illegible letters, a black leather jacket with a metal zip-fastener, and a label below the
collar bearing an inscription “HAPPY LIFE”, size XL, a violet "Muslim priest's charm"
- body 2BA-238;
A black jacket with a collar and an inscription “CITSANINI made in ITALY” on the
left pocket, a brown cloth coat with a label inside bearing the words “WASTON” and
“GARANI”, a pair of cloth trousers with two slanted pockets and a brown belt threaded
through the loops, a pair of cotton long johns, a machine-made long-sleeved sweater
with dark violet vertical stripes and a label reading “CARSTERI made in ITALY”, a
pair of hand-made woolen socks with laces, a short-sleeved T-shirt, black, ankle-high
rubber boots, with ribbed soles, size 43, a round wristwatch with the dial consisting of
short lines and a pack of razor blades - body 2BA-239;
An identity card and a driver's license to the name of Gani (Imer) Smajli, citizens'
unique identification number 2508958940026, born on August 25, 1958 in the village
of Nivokaz, the municipality of Đakovica, identity card number 127494, card issued in
the village of Nivokaz, the municipality of Đakovica. The driver's license is to the same
name, its number 8298, issued on November 03, 1994. Also found were a pair of dark
blue rubber boots with yellow ribbed soles, and an inscription "VIKING" along the
upper edge of the boots, a pair of scorched denim jeans, with a belt with a grey metal
buckle in the waist area, the remnants of a scorched sweatshirt with horizontal white
stripes, the remnants of a scorched tan sweatshirt, a pair of grey perlon socks, a pair of
hand-made woolen socks with laces, the remnants of a scorched hand-made pullover, a
broken pocket mirror, nail clippers, a ball-point pen refill, a wallet with the identity card
and driver's license and a banknote of 1$ and 20 dinars, a comb, a cigarette lighter, and
a blank membership card of the housing cooperative in Đakovica. - body 2BA-240;
Two certificates in a side pocket of a leather jacket. The first certificate was issued on
January 4, 1999, by the Administration of the Public Revenues of Serbia, the Office for
the Assessment of Public Revenues, Đakovica, number 437.1/94 Đakovica. The text of
the certificate „‟On the basis of Article 161, of the Law on general administrative
procedure /the Official Gazette of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, No. 33/97/ and
the registry kept on the payments of public revenues, the Office for the Assessment of
Public Revenues, Đakovica, confirms herewith that Krasniqi (Qun) Bib from
Đakovica, Korenice street, has paid his debts in accordance with the set rules for the
fourth quarter of 1999.‟‟ The seal of the Republic of Serbia, the Administration of the
Public Revenues of Serbia, Belgrade''). The text is the same on the second certificate.
On the right lower arm a tattoo in the form of a cross was discovered - body 2BA-241;
A pair of blue cloth trousers with a cloth belt of the same color, a hand-made bas-relief
tan pullover with a V neck, a pair of grey long johns, a white long-sleeved undershirt, a
singlet, a bas-relief, machine-made, violet-gray sweater with a round neck and a label
reading “AIRPORT”, a white long-sleeved shirt with blue vertical stripes, size “37-38”,
a pair of dark-colored socks, a pair of black, lace-up leather shoes (of the type known as
"brodarica"), with a bas-relief rubber sole bearing an inscription “RUGGED”, size 9.5 body 2BA-242;
A pair of dark grey, heavy material long johns with a patch in the crotch, a pair of
machine-made brown long johns, a blue hand-made pullover, a long-sleeved undershirt
with a round neck, a short-sleeved shirt buttoned along the middle with grey-blue
pocket attached on the upper left breast, the bottom part of a pair of pajamas with blue
vertical stripes, a black, machine-made sweater with violet and white rhomboids and a
V neck and buttons, bearing the letters “EXPRESSION M made in USA”, a tan woolen
coat with the back slit and slit in pockets with flaps, a pair of tan trousers with slanted
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side pockets and a black leather belt with a metal buckle, a pair of black socks with the
image of a green square flower, a pair of green terry cloth socks - body 2BA-243;
A pair of grey trousers with a black belt and a metal buckle with twp prongs, a pair of
grey long johns, a size "L" velvet brown vest with a zip-fastener and artificial fur, with
two side pockets - the label with the data on what it is made of in the German language,
the upper part of blue-dark blue tracksuit with a zip-fastener and an inscription on the
outer side of the right sleeve reading “CRAZY”, a blue hand-made pullover with a
square neck, a tan sweatshirt with two big buttons and an inscription “LEE COOPER”,
a pair of blue shorts with a white button and a zip-fastener, a size "M" long-sleeved
shirt with buttons and two sown-on pockets with flaps and a label with the inscription
“CUSTON CLUB”, a pair of dark terry cloth socks, a hand-made orange-blue slip-ons,
a metal cigarette case in a trouser pocket, a pair of spare bordeaux socks with a white
pattern and a newspaper clip were found - body 2BA-244;
A golden chain around the neck, a white metal wristwatch and a wedding ring, in the
inner pocket of the jacket a red plastic battery was found together with a brown plastic
comb, 4 keys, 2 wooden and 2 plastic toothpicks, a folded piece of A4 sized paper with
2 more wooden toothpicks in it and a wet tissue paper. The inside of the ring bears an
engraving: 10.6.62-1.8.62. - body 2BA-245;
An identity card to the name of Brahim (Muharrem) Gaxherri, born on in the village
of Junik, the municipality of Dečani, date of birth January 1, 1961, citizens' unique
identification number 0101961934991, identity card number 39321, date of issue July
9, 1990, a watch, a wedding ring, three 1.5 V batteries, a fountain pen refill, a plaid
cloth handkerchief, folded newspapers and a cloth shopping bag with an emblem and
the words “JOHANNTER UNFALL-HILFE” - body 2BA-246;
A grey blue cloth jacket with a lining, a zip-fastener and two side slanted pockets with
zip-fasteners, a hand-made vest with a bas-relief light rose appliqué, the bottom part of
a black synthetic tracksuit with pockets with zip-fasteners, with an inscription “NICO”
on the front part, a light-color sweatshirt with an illegible inscription, a white athletic
shirt, a pair of long johns, standard, a long-sleeved green T-shirt with a shoulder
appliqué bearing an inscription “TRY TIPE”, a pair of blue briefs, a pair of heavy cloth
plaid trousers, dark blue in color, a black, right shoe with a rubber sole - body 2BA-245;
A black leather lined jacket with studs and a zip-fastener, two slanted pockets with zipfasteners, a pair of blue-grey corduroy trousers, a pair of dark cloth trousers with a
leather belt and a metal buckle, a pair of briefs, a shirt with a zip-fastener, with vertical
white and blue stripes, two pockets with flaps, a pair of long johns, a black shirt with
green-blue patterns, a yellow, heavy material sweatshirt with an inscription at the front
reading “MOJI. JE NAF NAF”, a pair of black sports socks, a singlet, an undershirt, a
cloth lined jacket with two slanted side pockets, a pair of leather men's lace-up shoes,
cloth shoe uppers (near the ankle) - body 2BA-246;
A passport and a health care card discovered in the inner jacket pocket. The passport
was issued to the name of Prelaj Gjergj, born on March 15, 1970, the village of
Korenica, the municipality of Đakovica, citizens' unique identification number
1503970940036, passport number SB 345953, renewed on October 14, 1996, valid for
five years. The health care card to the name of Prelaj Kole, born in 1937, the village of
Korenica, validity extended on September 30, 1995. Discovered a black cloth jacket,
waterproof, with a drawstring around the waist and multicolored lining , a pair of blue
denim jeans with a leather belt and a metal buckle, with an inscription “GAS
INDUSTRY” at the waist, a dark blue machine-made sweater, embossed workmanship,
a round neck, a pair of cotton long johns, a singlet, a metal, round wristwatch brand
name “PATRICK AMAOUND”, yellow hands, Arabic numerals, a golden chain with a
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pendant in the shape of a cross with a bas-relief Jesus, a pair of nail clippers, two
multicolored plastic cigarette lighters, a foil of pills - body 2BA-247;
A longish cloth jacket, lined, with a zip-fastener and studs, a multicolored machinemade sweater with two pockets and flaps, a heavy cloth shirt with a large yellow-green
pattern, a hand-made embossed sweater, the bottom part of a black synthetic tracksuit
with two pairs of socks found in the pockets of the tracksuit, a pair of black cloth
trousers, a leather belt with a metal buckle, a pair of long johns with a fly, a pair of
black cloth trousers, a leather belt with a metal buckle, a pair of long johns with a fly,
three buttons at the waist, in the pockets of the coat two wooden cigarette holders were
found together with two plastic ball-point pens, a pack of razor blades, a metal razor,
three sachets of bicarbonate of soda, cigarette papers, three plastic cigarette lighters,
two “ELZET” keys, one round key, in a trouser pocket a bag-purse was found, on the
part of the artificial leather purse there is a drawing of a plate and a fork, with the
inscription “KIL HOLZ”, a violet-green-red belt purse - body 2BA-248;
A denture with a built-in golden tooth, a pair of hand-made socks, a pair of woolen
hand-made long johns, a hand-made sweater, a pair of denim jeans with buttoned fly, a
black leather jacket, a dark blue machine-made vest, a pair of rubber boots, size 44, a
wristwatch, round, brand name "ROJAS”, Arabic numerals, yellow hands, some pills in
a foil (unrecognizable type of medicament), a pack of razor blades - body 2BA-249;
The bottom part of a light-colored cotton tracksuit, the remnants of scorched
herringbone cloth trousers, the remnants of a leather belt, a white short-sleeved T-shirt,
a machine-made sweater with a V neck, a cloth jacket with a zip-fastener and studs,
unidentifiable medicaments, a pouch of tobacco - body 2BA-250;
A short dark blue cloth jacket with a zip-fasteners and slanted side pockets with flaps on
both sides, a blue-white sweatshirt with the letters “NIKE” at the front, a dark-blue and
tan machine made sweater with a round neck, a green machine-made sweater with
bordeaux and tan stripes at the front, the remnants of a leather tennis shoe and a sock, a
ribbed rubber sole, a pair of denim jeans with a leather belt threaded through the loops,
button fly, around the waist there was a belt with a metal buckle and a lettering
“MOTOR DAVIDSON” on the belt, a pair of dark blue denim jeans with button fly, a
metal, round wristwatch on the left wrist, a leather watchstrap brand name
“GIORDANO”, dark blue dial with Roman numerals, white hands, around the neck
there were white rosary, with a cross and a crucifix, a Mary Mother of God medallion body 2BA-251;
A black leather jacket with a zip-fastener and the pockets with flaps and studs,
removable sleeves attached by zip-fasteners, a sweatshirt with the letterings
“INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION”, a white sweatshirt with a V neck, embossed, a
hand-made pullover the color of wool, a singlet, a pair of denim jeans with a broad belt
and a metal buckle, a zip-fasteners, a pair of long johns, a pair of briefs with vertical
blue-black-white stripes, a pair of grey terry cloth socks with blue-white-red patterns, a
right leather lace-up shoe with a rough sole, size 42, a plastic comb, medicaments, a
plastic ball-point pen, two smaller “ELZET” keys, a round metal wristwatch with the
yellow dial, brand name “TIMELUXE”, a small rusted metal chains - body 2BA-252;
An identity card and a pension cheque to the name of Muharem (Ali) Quni, born on
May 28, 1932, place of residence the village of Molić, Đakovica, issued on March
22,.1994, citizens' unique identification number 2805932940006, registry number
133079. Also found were a pension cheque with illegible data on it, a dark blue, heavy
cloth coat with pockets and flaps, machine-made sweater with horizontal multicolored
stripes, a hand-made ribbed pullover the color of wool, a white long-sleeved shirt, a pair
of heavy cloth dark grey trousers with narrow stripes with a brown belt threaded around
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the waist, a pair of hand-made long johns with a latex waist, a pair of cotton long johns,
a hand-made pair of socks, light green socks, a right shoe, a black moccasin, a round
wristwatch with a black plastic watchstrap, brand name “JEMIS”, with a white dial,
black Arabic numerals, a razor, a handkerchief, a pocket mirror, a pack of razor blades,
a pocket telephone book – empty, a pocket knife, a comb, a cigarette lighter, a plastic
pillbox with nitroglycerin tablets - body 2BA-254.

3. Batajnica 03 [BA 03]
3.1 Exhumation and forensic examination of the bodies: June 17 - July 29, 2002.
3.2 Forensic team of the Institute for Forensic Medicine in Belgrade:
Professor Dr. Branimir Aleksandrić, Professor Dr. Slobodan Savić, Dr. Dragan
Ječmenica, Dr. ĐorĎe Alempijević, Dr. Snežana Pavlekić, anthropologists Professor Dr.
Marija Đurić and Dr. Danijela Đonić, Assistant Professor D. Ivanka Baralić, assistants
at forensic examinations Redžep Mamutovski and Ljubisav Bordejašević and a
criminology technician of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, Petar Ilinčić.
3.3 The team of the Internatiional Commission for Missing Persons (ICMP):
Džon Sterenberg (Jon Sterenberg), archaeologist Dr. Mark Skiner (Mark Skinner),
forensic anthropologist, observer Vladimir Gaćeša.
3.4 Archaeologists:
Andrej Starović, archaeologist,
archaeologists-assistants.

Vojislav

Filipović

and

Igor

Vaduvesković,

3.5 Observers:
Marko Minić, the Humanitarian Law Center.
3.6 Terrain:
The grave is located inside the police recreation grounds, 300 meters from the Danube
and about a kilometer south of the Belgrade - Batajnica road. The grave is 15 x 2.8
meters and consists of a ramp and a pit itself. The pit is 6 x 2.8 meters. All the bodies as
well as the items and articles of clothing found are stored in a tunel in the immediate
vicinity of the sports and recreation center «13 Maj».
3.7 Unassigned identification parameters:
An identity card found in a wallet to the name of Din Haxhiu, born in 1928 (date of
birth illegible, the identity card almost completely scorched), place of birth Peć. The
wallet contained 10 photographs. The image on one of the photographs is the same as
that on the identity card.
3.8 Unassigned articles of clothing:
Several pieces of scorched, unrecognizable articles of clothing; a black leather jacket
lined with synthetic wool.
3.9 Unassigned footwear:
Scorched, unrecognizable article of clothing (presumably - a rubber boot); a rubber
ladies shoe, size 37; a rubber shoe, black.
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3.10 Unassigned items:
Two spent rounds (standard caliber); one spent pistol round; a number of truck tires;
a tractor tire; more than 15 passenger car tires; a rubber hose;two pieces of wood
(machine processed); a piece of bent aluminum, 30 cm long, shaped like number 1; a
part of a truck (the door closing the back side of the truck). A plate with the inscription
"Trosch" (with two dots above the letter "o") was found on the said part, which means
that the truck was most probably of German make. The dimensions of the door are 2 x
2.5 meters. The door bears the 70 km/h speed limit sign; earrings; the remnants of
glasses – two metal handles, a glass and the remnants of a leather etui; a metal brooch
in the shape of a boot with an engraved three-color flag – blue, white, red; a plastic tape
(insulating tape); a piece of paper with unrecognizable text printed on it; a metal castor
of an office chair; a denture with a golden tooth; two black plastic body bags; a woolen
blanket, mostly scorched;a collapsible ladies umbrella; isolated projectile; scorched
plastic foil and a blanket; a ball-point pen found between two articles of clothing and a
plastic foil; an almost completely burnt passenger car tire; a wallet, with scorched
edges. The wallet contains a 1000 DM banknote and a number of unidentifiable
banknotes; a wristwatch with a metal watchstrap;
a bent black wire (spectacle frame); protective glove, left; a part of a blanket; two
surgical gloves; a metal key; the remnant of scorched nylon; a bolt for a truck trailer; a
plastic part of a trailer; a pocket watch; a wristwatch; a black body bag, empty; 18
projectiles; a pair of red protective gloves.

3.11 Identification parameters, articles of clothing and items found on the bodies:
A rubber boot - part of the body BA-03-62 DT;
A sock - part of the body BA-03-091DT;
A sock - part of the body BA-03-092DT;
An ankle-high, dark grey sock (the bones of a right foot without the toe phalanges) and an identical left sock (tibia and fibula and the foot), in the right sock there were 2
1000 DM banknotes – parts of the body BA-03-115DT/ BA-03-79DT;
An ankle high dark color sock with bluish patterns and a drawing of a horse rider on a
horse - part of the body BA-03-92DT;
A brown men's sock with greenish patterns - a part of the body BA-03-108DT;
A shoe - part of the body BA-03-163DT;
A cream-colored heavy cloth trousers, a pair of blue men's briefs, a pair of cotton long
johns. Items: a key (Elzet) with a piece of string in the trouser pocket - part of the body
BA-03-063DT–2.
3.12 Identification parameters, articles of clothing and items found on the bodies: 11
A grey-blue heavy cloth shirt, sown in side pockets, on the breast part of the shirt there
is a leather label with an inscription »PORTOBELLO«, a machine-made pullover dove
grey in color, with a bordeaux ruffle along the edges of the pullover, a pair of men's
long johns, with the scorched left leg, a grey woolen vest with a round neck, the bottom
part of a scorched pullover, the remnants of a brown leather jacket, a large part of it
scorched, at the back of the jacket, in the area of the waist, a label with an inscription
»Mc Gordon« was found, the jacket is fastened with a metal zip-fastener and metal snap
fasteners – body BA-O3-045T;
11

All identification parameters, articles of clothing and items are marked with the number of the body
they were found on.
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A pair of green long johns, with a fly, with a label reading »Teteks Tetovo, size 2, a
woolen pullover, the color of wool, with a V neck, a sports sock, white, with green and
dark blue stripes at the ankle, a pair of grey men's trousers, scorched from the knees
down, a black men's sock, with grey stripes at the ankle, a round metal wristwatch on
the left hand, with a leather watchstrap with a yellow ring, a round dial, the hands
cannot be made out, the watch crystal is missing - body BA-O3-61T;
In a pocket of a jacket a wallet and a bunch of documents were found – an identity card,
a vehicle registration card, three registry cards for persons who have fled from Kosovo
to the territory of Montenegro. In addition, a denture with a golden tooth was found.
The identity card has been issued to the name of Musa (Sadik) Jahmurataj, born on
December 20, 1930, place of birth the village of Ljubenić, the municipality of Peć,
citizens unique identification number 2010930930027, identity card number 161892,
date of issue August 16, 1994. Vehicle registration card issued to the name of Ekrem
Jahmurataj, for the vehicle W GOLF, passenger vehicle, dark grey metallic color,
registration plates number PE-561-92, registration date June 4, 1997. Registry cards
issued to Jahmurataj Sadik, born on November 10, 1978, date of crossing the border
into Montenegro July 22, 1998, at Berane, the host name Korać Avad, place of
residence Berane, to Jahmurataj Musa, date of crossing the border into Montenegro
July 22, 1998, at Berane, the host name Korać Avad, place of residence Berane,
Montenegro, and to the name of (name illegible) Jahmurataj, born on March 25,1941,
date of crossing the border into Montenegro October 22, 1998, at Berane, the host name
Korać Avad, place of residence Berane. In the wallet, 2 x 10 DM and 2 x 5 dinar
banknotes were found, also a heavy cloth dark blue jacket with a zip-fastener was
found, a heavy cloth brown jacket, lined, with sown-on pockets, scorched along the
edges, a light-brown cardigan with three brown-grey buttons, a long-sleeved shirt, with
a label reading »CHASER« at the back, a large part of the remaining clothing has been
made unrecognizable by the fire. Also, a metal wire in the shape of a spectacle frame
was found along with two spectacle glasses, 5 x 100 dinar notes (issued in 1996), a
single 50 DM note, a 10 DM note (issued in 1993), a metal pocketknife with a plastic
jacket, a plastic shoehorn, a ball-point pen, a pack of »Monte Karlo« cigarettes - body
BA-03-64T;
A black coat with thin white vertical stripes, synthetic lining, slightly scorched at the
edges, the upper part of a pair of black trousers with thin white vertical stripes, from the
crotch down the trousers are completely burnt, a grey, machine-made cardigan, with
holes the size of a palm at the back and the front, a metal cigarette lighter with a plastic
jacket, the lighter is refillable and with the right-hand trigger - body BA-03-69T;
A pair of white long johns, completely burnt from the kneed down, a pair of blue cloth
trousers, with a brown leather belt at the waist, completely burnt from the kneed down,
a dove-blue long-sleeved shirt, torn here and there with the holes the size of the human
palm, with scorched edges, a light-tan handkerchief found in the trouser pocket, a longsleeved terry cloth shirt, with large tartan light and dark color patterns, with a label at
the back reading »LORENZO«, the cloth torn at the front and the back with holes the
size of a human palm, with scorched edges, a blue machine-made sweater, torn at the
front and the back, with a label at the back reading «TRICOMER«, a dark grey
machine-made cardigan with large round buttons, with two sown-on pockets at the
lower front part with a label saying »GRIZZLY«, a black cloth coat lined with a tan
lining, with two front pockets with flaps and a pocket at the upper front part - body BAO3-070T;
A plaid cloth jacket, grey, with a dark lining, scorched along the edges, the upper part
of a blue tracksuit, with a green and bordeaux patterns and a round appliqué bearing the
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letters »STEP UP YOUR IMAGE – UNLIMITED«, a sweatshirt with a round neck and
a white appliqué on the front part, reading »CREDIT CLUB LONDON«, a cotton Tshirt with a breast appliqué reading »BOAT- SOUTH EAST PACIFIC«, a rubber shoe
sole, burnt, with a label reading »WOODSTONE« - body BA-03-076T;
An identity card to the name of Kadri (Sadik) Jahmurataj, born on June 25, 1912,
place of residence the village of Ljubenić, the municipality of Peć, identity card number
30162, date of birth December 20, 1979, a pair of woolen long johns, completely burn
from the knees down, a cotton sweatshirt, from the breast down completely scorched, a
pair of brown cloth trousers with a black leather belt around the waist, partly torn, a
dark grey coat with a tan lining, front and back parts torn in a number of places and
scorched along the edges, a brown machine-made sweater, from the breast part down
completely scorched, a metal tobacco case with an engraved top part, but it was not
possible to ascertain the pattern or the text of the engraving, also found was a blue,
transparent plastic cigarette lighter. The tobacco case and the lighter were found in the
right-hand pocket of the trousers - body BA-03-080T;
A wallet in the right-hand pocket of a tracksuit with an identity card to the name of Zija
(Ismajl) Aliqkaj, born on October 10, 1968, place of residence No. 26, Kačanička
street, Peć, citizens unique identification number 101098930078, identity card number
134558 and a driver's license, also to the name of Zija Aliqkaj, issued on June 9, 1997,
by the Office of the Ministry of Internal Affairs in Peć, valid until June 2, 2007, number
35426. Also found were the upper part of a tracksuit with dark blue, green and white
stripes on the front part, fastened by a metal zip-fastener, a dark color T-shirt with a
round neck, with a label on the front part reading »NIKE«, a white singlet, a pair of
light color long johns, half scorched, a pair of briefs with vertical black, green and red
stripes, ankle high dark color socks, with the bones of the foot in the cocks, a
wristwatch on the left hand, a metal watchstrap, the hand s and the dial the color of
gold, the hands showing the time 09:20 hours, brand name »CARITEAR«, made in
Japan, serial number: 867799, a pack of »MONTE CARLO« cigarettes - body BA-03099T;
A dark color jacket, a hand-made sweater, two-thirds burnt out, a dark color longsleeved shirt, with a label reading »MAYNE CLASSIC«, a pair of dark color trousers
with a zip fly, mostly scorched, two foils with medicaments, a foil of
»NOVALGETOL« containing three pills, the second foil contained no pills, a pair of
nail clippers with a drawing showing two roses with green petals, a bundle of papers,
impossible to say they were banknotes because they were scorched, a 5 dinar banknote body BA-03-083T;
A pair of black leather shoes with black artificial fur lining, size 43, a pullover the color
of wool, with a scorched surface the size two human palms on the left shoulder, a black
synthetic jacket, scorched all over, a bordeaux machine-made sweater with tan and dark
patterns, with a label at the back of the neck reading »BENETON«, a long-sleeved shirt
with vertical blue stripes, a black cigarette holder, a pair of nail clippers with a blue
metal chain - body BA-03-057T;
A pair of woolen socks with laces, a pair of light-colored long johns, a tan shirt - body
BA-03-094T;
A fuzzy woolen blanket which was used to wrap up a naked body - body BA-03-087T;
An identity card, a hospital discharge certificate and a court brief found in a pocket of a
coat. The identity card issued to the name of Riza (Hajdar) Mamaj, born in January
1938 (illegible date), place of birth the village of Istinić/ Isniq, the municipality of
Dečani/ Decan, address: Peć, 03 Number 25, identity card number 132118. The hospital
discharge certificate issued by the Institute for Oncology and Radiology, Pasterova 14,
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Belgrade (Institut za onkologiju i radiologiju, Pasterova 14, Beograd) to the name of
Fahrija Mamaj. The certificate contains the text: »Fahrija Mamaj scheduled for
mammography. Control with the findings «. In the upper left corner of the brief there is
a number 480/97, at the top of the brief there are the words Opštinski sud (the municipal
court), Peć, complainant Riza Mamaj, the defendant Islamic Community, Peć. The brief
was written by the proxy of the defendant. The text reads - »In view of the fact that, for
family reasons, I must leave for Belgrade immediately, I appeal to the court to postpone
the proceedings in this case, scheduled for January 20, 1998, for another day and to
inform me thereof in writing«. Peć, January 9, 1998, to be signed by the proxy of the
defendant. (It was impossible to read the name). Also found were a pair of woolen long
johns, a black coat, a blue long-sleeved terry cloth shirt with multicolored horizontal
stripes, a black leather jacket with artificial fur lining, a pair of brown cloth trousers, a
brown belt in the waist, a black lace-up leather shoe, a black comb, 11 one dinar coins,
a metal shoehorn, a leather key-holder with a key, a black cigarette holder - body BA03-086T;
In the inside pocket of the jacket a wallet was found with an identity card and a receipt.
The identity card was issued to the name of Muhamet (Ram) Bitiqi, born on February
4, 1944, in the village of Počešće, the municipality of Dečani, place of residence:19
Vukovarska street, Peć, citizens unique identification number 0402944930001, identity
card number192671. The text of the receipt (deftese) beginning with ''Albert Bitiqi has
paid 10 DM...'' could not be deciphered. also found were a kerchief with the green
background and bordeaux and blue patterns and black edges, a long-sleeved cotton Tshirt, a pair of light-colored cotton long johns, a heavy cloth shirt with sown-on breast
pockets and a label »CAT DIESEL POWER«, a leather jacket, a pocket knife with a
plastic jacket, a 5 dinar note, three 10 dinar notes and one 100 dinar note, a pair of
spectacles in a spectacle case - body BA-03-103T;
An identity card in a brown leather wallet with an inscription (found on the body) to the
name of Ramiz (Brahim) Hamzaj, born on April 20, 1958, in Ljubenić, Peć, place of
residence: the village of Crnobreg, the municipality of Dečani, citizens unique
identification number 20049589300?? (the last two digits illegible), identity card
number 29909. A dark blue jacket, windbreaker, a light-colored long-sleeved
sweatshirt, a bordeaux sweater, a pair of black men's briefs, a pair of black cloth
trousers, a wristwatch »SHARP« with a plastic watchstrap, golden hands and golden
lines instead of the numerals, a plastic comb, a blue plastic cigarette lighter, a ball-point
pen, a pack of »Marlboro« cigarettes - body BA-03-100T;
A pair of blue long johns with latex around the waist, a green sweater with dark and
brown irregularly placed designs, a torn light-colored shirt with blue vertical stripes, a
bordeaux jacket, windbreaker, with a metal zip-fastener, two packs of »Monte Carlo«
cigarettes, a white plastic cigarette lighter, a metal »Continental« wristwatch, with
Arabic numerals, with number 15 showing in the date slot - body BA-03-101T;
A part of a pair of black cloth trouser with a black leather belt threaded around the
waist, a part of a pair of black trousers with a brown belt in the waist, a part of a sweater
with chessboard pattern, orange-dark blue-light blue squares, a part of a light-colored
shirt with horizontal light blue stripes, a part of men's cotton underpants, a black
cigarette holder, in the trouser pocket a pocket knife with the wooden handle was found
- body BA-03-109T;
A pair of light-colored heavy cotton trousers, on the inside of the waist there is a label
reading: »ROLEX – new fashion line«, a black leather belt with a metal buckle, a grey
machine-made sweater with dark grey patterns - body BA-03-116T;
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An identity card in the wallet found in the inside pocket of the jacket; the identity card
issued to the name of Rustem (Mala) Alimehaj, born on October 5, 1950, place of
birth: Ljubenić, the municipality of Peć, place of residence: Ljubenić, the municipality
of Peć, citizens unique identification number 0510950930003, identity card number
168537. A pair of black, machine-made long johns, a pair of heavy, ankle-high,
machine-made bordeaux socks, a pair of heavy cotton trousers with a black belt along
the waist and the label reading »BOSS«, a shirt with horizontal blue and yellow stripes,
with a defect the size of 1.5 x 1 cm on the left breast part of the shirt, a long-sleeved
undershirt, with a defect 2 cm in diameter on the left breast part of the undershirt, a pair
of cotton long johns, a hand-made pullover, a pair of brown lace-up suede shoes, size
43, a blue comb, two plastic cigarette lighters, one blue and the other bearing a label
with the images of the characters of the popular »Dynasty« TV show, a metal pocket
knife - body BA-03-127T;
A winter heavy cloth jacket with a label at the back, below the collar, reading
»WILDLIFE«, with leather appliqués on the jacket shoulders and numerous irregular
designs grey and dark blue in color, a white long-sleeved undershirt with a round neck,
a singlet, a grey shirt size XXL with the label reading »OVSA« - body BA-03-124T;
"Monte Karlo'' cigarettes found in a plastic body bag by the side of the body - body BA03-132T;
A red and green sweater, a pair of shorts, a pair of long johns, a shirt - body BA-03134T;
An identity card and a passport found in the the wallet in the tracksuit pocket to the
name of Feim (Šaban) Huskaj, born on January 1, 1981, place of birth: Ljubenić, the
municipality of Peć, place of residence: Ljubenić, the municipality of Peć, citizens
unique identification number01010981933657, identity card number 182772, date of
issue September 23, issued by: the Office of the Ministry of Internal Affairs in Peć. The
passport with the same personal data was issued on October 3, 1997. Also found were a
brown jacket, a tracksuit, a dark bordeaux wallet with a newspaper clipping showing the
image of a girl, unrecognizable. The wallet also contained a piece of paper with illegible
names and numbers, two tablets of "Pantenol" and "Monte Karlo" cigarettes. Also a 50
DM banknote, a 20 DM not, a 10 DM note, a 50 dinar note and a 10 dinar note - body
BA-03-140T;
A jacket, a wallet in the inside pocket of the jacket. In the wallet, two prescriptions for
spectacles were found and an electricity bill. One prescription was issued to Muharrem
Gashi, for +5 glasses, and the other to Muhharem Vins, the rest is illegible. Both
prescriptions were issued by dispensing opticians "Oculapharm" and signed by doctor
Imyer Cavolli - body BA-03-136DT;
A light brown fur coat with artificial fur lining, a black cloth coat with sown-on
pockets, a part of a plastic vest, size 56 - body BA-03-123T;
An identity card, a pension cheque and the certificate of the Social Center from Peć in a
cloth wallet in the coat pocket. An identity card issued to Uka (Shoan) Selimaj, born
on February 1, 1926, place of birth: Rakoc, the municipality of Đakovica, place of
residence: Pećko Polje No. 5, Peć, identity card number 194261. The pension cheque
for the month of August 1996 issued to the same person. In the Social Center certificate
it says that Uka Selimaj has been paid 240 dinars on September 8, 1998. The body was
taken our from a body bag, its lower limbs were wrapped up in a grey blanket, while the
upper part was dressed in a white cloth shirt with narrow green vertical lines, a part of a
scorched, narrow ribbed, corduroy-like coat, a black, long-sleeved machine-made
cardigan with a single pocket on the lower breast part, a white cotton undershirt, black
plastic "FAST JAPAN" wristwatch with the white dial and black numerals, an opened
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packet of »Marlboro« cigarettes, a bunch of seven keys, without a key-holder, two
beak-like keys, one padlock key and four »Elzet« keys - body BA-03- 139T;
A pair of white men's briefs, a pair of black sports socks with two green and blue stripes
at the top, a pair of white sports socks with two blue and black stripes at the top, the
bottom part of a tracksuit with a drawstring around the waist, the remnants of the upper
part of a tracksuit, the remnant of a vest the color of wool, a black, ankle-high leather
shoe, size 45 - body BA-03-145T;
A grey-olive cloth jacket, a grey sweater with light-grey ruffle, a winter terry cloth shirt
with horizontal embossed brown, blue and grey stripes, with cream-colored silk lining,
hand-made pullover the color of wool, the right shoulder strap buttoned with three
round buttons, a white long-sleeved cotton T-shirt, a pair of heavy cloth grey-olive
trousers with a brown leather belt threaded in the waist, a black plastic cigarette holder,
a pink plastic cigarette lighter, a tan handkerchief - body BA-03-147T;
A dark brown blanket with irregular tan patterns, a black jacket, padded and lined with
artificial fur and a label reading »Palmer« sown on the inside jacket pocket, a machinemade cardigan with round buttons and sown-on pockets at the front, a dark blue
sweatshirt with the round neck, with a label below the collar reading »ESPRIT«, a
green long-sleeved shirt, with pockets and press studs at the front and the letters »PTT –
Telekom« on the left pocket, a pair of woolen socks, with laces at the top, the bottom
part of a dark blue tracksuit, a pair of trousers with a brown belt around the waist - body
BA-03-148T;
A black cloth jacket with synthetic padding, with a sown-on appliqué on the back lining
reading »CASUAL ALIBE – ADVENTURE WEAR«, the jacket is closed with a metal
zip-fastener and press studs, a part of a light blue undershirt, a pair of hand-made socks,
a black, ankle-high sock made of heavy material, a pair of dark grey trousers with green
ribbed patterns and a brown leather belt in the waist, a machine-made sweater with
irregular dove-blue and tan pattern - body BA-03-122T;
A blue, heavy cloth jacket with the hood and slanted side pockets, with a zip-fastener,
the bottom part of a blue tracksuit with the slit right trouser leg, a pair of greenish
corduroy trousers with a brown leather belt around the waist, both trouser legs with
regular slits along the length, a pair of woolen socks with laces, a singlet, a sweater, in
the right-hand jacket pocket a tractor key and an »Elzet« key were found, the latter tied
with a piece of string, alongside the naked body in a plastic body bag - body BA-03150T;
A lower jaw denture with a golden tooth in the position of the third incisor, the upper
jaw broken along the middle, in the body bag two more body parts were found (BA 03
163DT and BA 03 162DT) and a tan, heavy cotton cloth jacket with sown-on side
pockets found alongside the naked body, between the right arm and the right breast area
in the body bag of the body BA-03-152T;
A black leather shoe, a scorched winter jacket, a pair of white cotton ladies long johns,
a white cotton nightdress with delicate embroideries along the straps, a cotton ladies
slip, a blue brassiere with a blue lace on the cups, a dark grey machine-made cardigan
fastened with six buttons, a white sheet wrapped up around lower extremities, an
earring made of some yellow material in the lobe of the right ear and a golden wedding
ring on a right-hand finger, under the right-hand cup of the brassiere there was a
handkerchief with 8 x 100 DM, 2 x 50 DM and another handkerchief containing a
golden wristwatch, 5 golden and 3 silver rings, a golden chain, two pairs of silver
dangly earrings, a golden medallion with an inscription »FRANC-IMPERATORAUSTRIJA« from 1915 and an engraved image of Francis Joseph, and, in the righthand pelvic region, a 10 para coin - body BA-03-165T;
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A brown winter jacket, size 42, with the label reading »YUMCO« at the back, below
the collar, a black pullover, on the inside a multicolored lining with Indian designs, in
the upper third of the back there is a label reading »JUMPING JACK«, a machine-made
sweater with a round neck, a hand-made pullover, a dark blue long-sleeved sweatshirt, a
pair of dark grey heavy corduroy trousers with a black leather belt, with studs, around
the waist, a pair of white cotton long johns, a pink, plastic cigarette lighter - body BA03-149T;
A greenish woolen blanket wrapped up around a body, a black machine-made sweater,
a light tan cotton shirt with a label at the back below the collar reading »CLUB«, a tan,
machine-made, thin thread sweater, a pair of tan, large rib corduroy trousers, a brown
leather belt around the waist, black ankle-high socks, a pair of light grey long johns, a
pair of blue men's boxer shorts, a plastic »DARWIL« wristwatch on the left hand, a tan
handkerchief, scorched banknotes: 2 x 20 DM and 1 x 10 DM and, in the right-hand
trouser pocket, completely scorched document which it was impossible to identify body BA-03-161T;
A black leather jacket with cloth lining and two sown-on pockets at the front, with a
label at the back and below the collar, reading »H & M«, a machine-made woolen
sweater, with bordeaux, green and grey irregular designs all over the sweater; on the
upper breast part there is an appliqué in the shape of a golf player and, below the
appliqué there is a label reading »ALEXANDRE MAN«, a long-sleeved tan, terry cloth
shirt with horizontal grey and blue stripes, brand name »NEW TAST« , size XL, a pair
of grey, heavy cotton jeans, a pair of woolen, machine made long johns, a dark grey
singlet, brand name »FAMOUS BRAND« - body BA-03-135T;
A dark grey coat, a pair of grey cotton long johns, a long-sleeved T-shirt with horizontal
dark blue and tan stripes, a pair of ankle-high lace-up leather shoes, a heavy dark grey
coat, a heavy cloth jacket, with the hood and artificial fur lining, a long-sleeved
bordeaux shirt with the label »MELKA«, a pair of heavy cloth trousers with a black
leather around the waist (all article of clothing are irregularly scorched), a pack of
cigarette paper, a pack of »Super Silver« razor blades, a pocket knife with a folding
blade - body BA-03-142T;
38. a pair of heavy grey cotton jeans with the right-hand leg slit from the knee down, a
sweater with multicolored designs all over it, a plaid shirt scorched at the back, a heavy
cotton and cloth jacket with an appliqué showing two deer at the back, a white cotton
long johns, a white cotton T-shirt, a woolen sock the color of wool, a pair of red men's
briefs, a black sock, a wristwatch found on the left hand, trade mark »Bolova«, with the
plastic watchstrap, two packs of »MONTE CARLO« cigarettes, a foil of »Analgin«
tablets in the inside jacket pocket - body BA-03-166T.

4. Batajnica 05 [BA05]
4.1 Exhumation and forensic examination of the bodies: from August 1 to August
14, 2002.
4.2 Forensic team of the Institute for Forensic Medicine in Belgrade:
Professor Dr. Branimir Aleksandrić, Professor dr. Slobodan Savić, Dr. Dragan
Ječmenica, Dr. ĐorĎe Alempijević, Dr. Snežana Pavlekić, anthropologists Professor
Dr.. Marija Đurić and Dr. Danijela Đonić, and criminology technician Petar Ilinčić.
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4.3 The team of the International Commission on Missing Persons (ICMP):
Džon Sterenberg (Jon Sterenberg), archaeologist, Hju Taler (Hugh Taller), forenssic
anthropologist, Vladimir Gaćeša, observer.
4.4 Archaeologists:
Sima Mitrović, archaeologist, Vojslav Filipović and Igor Vaduvesković, archaeologists
assistants.
4.5 Observer:
Marko Minić, the Humanitarian Law Center.
4.6 Terrain:
The grave is located within the parameters of the police sports center, 300 meters from
the Danube and about a kilometer to the south of the Belgrade - Batajnica road. The
grave is behind the firing range of the sports center, 2 meters to the left toward the
north, relative to the location of Batajnica 03. The pit is rectangular in shape, 24 x 2.8
meters. The bodies and the items and articles of clothing discovered are stored in the
tunnel in the immediate vicinity of the police sports center «13 Maj».
4.7 Unassigned identification parameters:
A denture;
The upper part of a denture;
a passport, an identity card and a driver's license were found in the inside pocket of a
jacket; the passport of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, issued on July
13,1995, in Kosovska Mitrovica, with illegible name, with no records of the bearer
crossing the state border, passport number C16466, the remnants of a color photograph
with smeared emulsion, date of birth August 6, 1964, in Vučitrn; the "B" category
driver's license to the name of Gerguri Mensur, born on August 6, 1964, issued by the
Office of the Ministry of Internal Affairs in Vučitrn, number 6779, citizens unique
identification number 0608964922020 and the identity card in the Serbian and Albanian
language issued by the Office of the Ministry of Internal Affairs in Vučitrn, to the name
of Mensur (the rest of the name illegible), citizens unique identification number
0608964922020; a bilingual receipt was found in the identity card - confirming the
receipt of the application for the entry into or removal from the registry of residents;
An identity card to the name of Ibraj (Avdija), family name illegible except for the
letters ...sh..., date of birth April 11, 1959, the village of Tomance, the municipality of
Istok, place of residence: number 187, D. Vukovića street, Peć, identity card number
11552(7 or 1), citizens unique identification number with legible numbers 599350;
A driver's license and two vehicle registrations in a black plastic foil. The driver's
license issued to Gani Rustemaj, date of birth June 15, 1970, the village of G. Streoc,
the municipality of Dečani, address: G. Streoc, Dečani, issued by the Office of the
Ministry of Internal Affairs in Dečani on June 16, 1994, valid until June 16, 2004,
license number 3142, in the license there is a well preserved color photograph of a
person with light brown hair in a greenish shirt, and a vehicle registration for number
1209 – D, issued by the Office of the Ministry of Internal Affairs in Dečani, on June 3,
1995, for a trailer IMT 3T, owned by Rustemaj .(illegible name) and a vehicle
registration form number 1205/91, issued by the Office of Internal Affairs in Dečani on
February 18, 1991, for a tractor IMT 539-262, owned by Rustemaj (Smajl) Avdi, the
village of G. Streoce, Dečani;
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An identity card to the name of Arsim Sejdija (illegible name of a parent), born on
November 16, 1966, identity card number 7533, address 24 Ramiz Sadiku street,
change of residence on October 7, 1994, new address Kumanovska (illegible number)
and the passport to the name of Arsim Sejdija/ Arsim Sejdija, born on November 16,
1966, Balaban, the municipality of Priština, citizens unique identification number
1611966922012, address 24 Kumanovska street, Vučitrn, issued on February 15, 1999,
valid until February 15, 2009, passport number 001131968;
A leather case with papers and and a telephone book with some legible numbers and
names, like Petrit Begoli 21-543, Dugagin Hasnija 038/ 47-258, Vyevdet Radovici 35162.
4.8 Unassigned articles of clothing:
Wardrobe, largely scorched and mud stained; unrecognizable part of the wardrobe; a
jacket with a part of an arm in a sleeve; several unassigned articles of clothing; a jacket
(in the inside pocket there were the passport and the identity card described in
Identification parameters); a child's sweatshirt.
4.9 Unassigned footwear:
There was no unassigned footwear.
4.10 Unassigned items:
Five passenger car tires; a large caliber projectile (20.7mm), three spent 7.62 mm
rounds and six spent rounds of unidentified caliber, two projectiles of unidentified
caliber; two metal rings of a tent canvas; one scorched and four sound blankets and a
label from a blanket; a metal towing rod;nine unattached aluminum rods 12, an
aluminum rod approximately 2 m13 long, deformed parts of an aluminum rod; a bag
with handles, like a traveling bag; a ring, without the mark testifying it is golden or not;
a plastic bag; a part of the metal structure of a truck; two surgical gloves; straps of the
truck canvas; two rubber gloves; a Zippo lighter; a metal ring; a Seiko watch, automatic
– the hands showing 02:03 hours, the date showing Day 24, DIM (Sunday, in French); a
wooden handle; a plastic foil containing a paper with the number 45 in red felt-tipped
pen;two wooden rods; four large plastic sheets, a part of a plastic sheet, plastic
covering; a wallet containing illegible documents; a wristwatch; a key-holder with keys;
a pack of paper handkerchief; a piece of paper with an illegible number;a metal wire
handle; a metal canvas ring; a rubber hose;
a wristwatch; pocket knife; the remnants of a coffin; a thick oval wire; a can; a piece of
cloth with the letters R,D,Y; documents with illegible data; an identity card, damp,
muddy, with illegible data; a page of unidentified document; a bag with two packs of
coffee, a small jar of baby food, a sock and a left slipper, a toilet bag containing
hairpins and clips and some decorative paper, a number of sachets of combination
painkiller powder as well as "Kafetin" and "Novalgetol" tablets, five pack of sanitary
napkins in a violet-green package, brand name "Viriana", a white cotton body stocking,
a sports brassiere, four pairs of white cotton sports socks, three lacy cotton, a brown Tshirt with the inscription "Benneton", a blue T-shirt with the inscription "Chicago
Cubs", a multicolored T-shirt with the inscription "Project", a multicolored tracksuit and
a vest.
12

In the opinion of the ICMP experts, the rods might have been used to separate the bodies in the pit one
from another whereupon the bodies were covered with earth and were run over by trucks so as to create
as much room in the pit as possible.
13
It is believed that the rod was a part of the chassis of the truck used to dump the bodies into the pit.
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4.11 Identification parameters, articles of clothing and items found on the parts of
the bodies:
a jacket – part of the body BA-05-144DT;
a pair of trousers - part of the body BA-05-089DT;
a denture for the upper jawbone - part of the body BA-05-94DT
a shoe - part of the body BA-05-128DT;
an overshoe - part of the body BA-05-208DT;
an overshoe - part of the body BA-05-209DT;
a shoe - part of the body BA-05-225DT;
a shoe - part of the body BA-05-253DT;
a wallet with documents - part of the body BA-05-280DT;
parts of clothing - part of the body BA-05-300DT;
a sock and a shoe - part of the body BA-05-311DT;
a sock - part of the body BA-05-318DT;
a jacket - part of the body BA-05-338DT;
a shoe - part of the body BA-05-381DT;
clothing - part of the body BA-05-390DT;
a shoe - part of the body BA-05-505DT;
a pair of denim jeans with a black belt around the waist, a pair of white cotton long
johns, a grey sock - part of the body BA-05-140DT;
a health care card to the name of Bute (Mark) Markaj, born in 1945, place of
residence Kamenica, the municipality of Đakovica and a discharge certificate from the
Rheumatologic Institute in Belgrade to the name of Markaj Buta, treated from March 9
to March 24, 2002, for osteo-sclerosis, a shirt, a men's coat and two Belgrade - Prizren
bus tickets for March 24, 1999 - part of the body BA-05-280DT;
a left overshoe with a woolen sock, on the inner side of the overshoe there is an
engraved size 20 - part of the body BA-05-208DT;
a brown leather shoe, a part of a pair of blue long johns and a part of a pair of blue jeans
- part of the body BA-05-350DT;
parts of a sock - part of the body BA-05-097DT;
a part of completely torn jeans - part of the body BA-05-233DT;
the left sleeve of a brown leather jacket - part of the body BA-05-547DT;
an identity card in the pocket the torn jeans to the name of Sekine (Qazim) Uka, born
on April 29, 1975, in Vučitrn, number 35 Sitnička street, citizens unique identification
number 2904975929985, identity card number 90551, issued on November 12, 1997, by
the Secretariat of Internal Affairs in Vučitrn, the remnants of a pair of denim jeans –
part of the body BA-05-425DT;
the remnants of a pair of denim jeans, a blue tracksuit and a pair of grey socks - part of
the body BA-05-229DT;
a golden wedding ring on the bones of the left hand - part of the body BA-05-518DT;
the remnants of a woolen sock and cloth, blue in color - part of the body BA-05-271DT;
a sock and a brown leather »SIMOD« shoe - part of the body BA-05-381DT;
an identity card, in the jacket, to the name of Bajram (Habib) Isljami, born on May
16, 1962, place of birth: the village of Kolo, Vučitrn, address: the village of Kolo,
Vučitrn, citizens unique identification number 1605962922018, identity card number
97792, issued on January 18, 1999, a pension cheque for October 1998, also in the
jacket, to the name of Milica Islami, Vučitrn, the village of Kola, to the amount of
202.75 dinars - part of the body BA-05-338DT.
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4.12 Identification parameters, articles of clothing and items found on the bodies: 14
A part of "Levis" jeans, a part of a pair of white briefs, a part of a terry cloth sock body BA-05-006T i BA-05-008DT – 1;
a pair of black denim jeans with a dark color belt around the waist, light-colored terry
cloth pajamas (bottom and upper part), a pair of blue briefs, a pair of dark blue socks
with a light-color pattern along the top, a white singlet, a dark grey sweatshirt, with a
zip-fastener, and an inscription on the back reading "CAMEL", a hand-made pullover, a
winter, heavy cloth jacket, with three keys on a metal ring in the left pocket (a key of a
motor vehicle, one for starting the vehicle and the remaining two for the doors of the
vehicle), a red plastic comb in the jacket right pocket - body BA-05-009T;
dark blue laborer's trousers, a grey, machine-made pullover with light-color, folk-design
embroidery, and a label at the back reading "BINGILNER", a white cloth shirt with a
label below the collar reading "CLUB - EXKLUZIVE SHIRT", a pair of white long
johns, a white singlet, a pair of black sports terry cloth socks, a pair of white briefs with
light-colored and dark blue patterns - body BA-05-016T;
in a body bag a head was found in a paper bag, separate from the body, a grey sweater
with a round neck and yellowish zigzag patterns, a pair of bordeaux cotton long johns, a
white T-shirt with a breast appliqué showing an image, a caricature of an ant-eater with
stretched out arms and an inscription reading "FODELESEDAG", men's pants, boxer
shorts with a patch in the fly area, a pair of black socks with light-colored rhombuses in
the upper part of the socks, a pair of light blue denim jeans with a brown belt around the
waist, factory sown-on knee patches, a part of a men's coat - body BA-05-017T;
a pair of cotton long johns, a pair of white briefs with grey stripes, a pair of heavy cloth
trousers with a brown belt around the waist, a bordeaux machine-made pullover with a
label below the collar reading "CLASIC MAN", size L, a machine-made sweater with a
breast appliqué (a drawing of a bear), with a round neck - body BA-05-018T;
a pair of tan corduroy trousers, a pair of white cotton long johns, a pair of white sports,
knee-high socks with a red and yellow stripes at the top of the ruffle, a light-colored
sock - body BA-05-022T;
a pair of heavy cotton trousers, dark grey in color, with a label on the inside of the waist
reading "SERGIO ALBAMI", a white, light, long-sleeved shirt with vertical red stripes,
a hand-made pullover, a pair of white cotton long johns, a white mesh cotton singlet, a
pair of light-colored ankle-high men's socks with bordeaux rhombuses and ribbed
designs - body BA-05-025T;
a grey sweater with three button in the collar with bordeaux square patterns and a collar
label reading "GUNIS", a grey three button cardigan with cream-colored rhomboids and
a collar label reading "SHETLAND", a white long-sleeved sweatshirt with a round neck
and a white singlet - body BA-05-030T;
a violet sports jersey with a back appliqué in the shape of the numerals, only the first
one legible, the numeral 1, with three white stripes on the sleeves and an inscription
printed above the numeral reading "FUSBALSPIELEKLUB ZURICH", a pair of blue
men's briefs, a sock, probably bordeaux in color - body BA-05-035T;
in a body bag, alongside the body, there were a black leather jacket, a metal zipfastener, two sown-on side pockets with press studs, with a label on one of the pockets,
reading "EMINTEKS - AUTENTIC LEATHER BY FLOKSER - STIL ITALY", a
heavy grey cotton cloth vest, with a zip-fastener, the bottom part of a white plastic
14

All identification parameters, articles of clothing and items are marked with the number of the body
they were found on.
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material and three white stripes on a tracksuit leg, on the body a flannel shirt, tan with
black square patterns and a white singlet - body BA-05-037T;
a pair of light-color denim jeans, a brown belt around the waist, a light-colored
sweatshirt with a breast appliqué in the shape of a smiling alligator, size XL, a grey
sweatshirt with a sown-on pocket on the left and an inscription reading "CALVIN
CLAIN", size XL, a white singlet, a pair of white briefs - body BA-05-039T;
the bottom part of a grey cotton tracksuit, a pair of white briefs, a pair of denim jeans
with a label in the region of the left hip pocket reading "REGULUS", size 34, with a
black belt around the waist - body BA-05-040T;
a dark blue heavy cloth jacket, a pair of trousers, a tan plaid cloth, a brown belt around
the waist, a label on the inside of the waist area reading "HILTI MODEL", a tan shirt
with dark blue squares, a hand-made greenish woolen pullover, a cotton short-sleeved
undershirt and a white singlet - body BA-05-044T;
a dark grey heavy cotton shirt with a label on the inside reading "CULEX", a white
singlet, a pair of white men's cotton briefs, a dark green sweater with cream-colored
rhombuses at the front and a label on the inside collar reading "SHETLAND NAS", a
pair of dark blue cloth trousers and a pair of tan socks - body BA-05-045T;
a pair of black cloth trousers with a brown belt around the waist, a pair of white long
johns, a tan Shetland wool cardigan with horizontal grey patterns and a collar label
reading "SHETLAND", a part of heavy denim jacket with a label reading "COMING
JOE", a black, lined winter jacket with a label on a front pocket reading "NEW
VALENTINE", a tan sweater with an O neck, a white cotton singlet, a pair of white
cotton briefs, a dove-blue color sock, two 500 DM banknotes (between two layers of
clothing, and in the left jacket pocket a key with an engraved inscription "LAURAVIA MADE IN FRANCE" - body BA-05-047T;
16. a pair of men's briefs - body BA-05-049T;
a tan machine-made cardigan with three collar buttons and yellow and grey geometrical
patterns, a tan hand-made sweater with yellow and grey rhombuses, a hand-made vest
with narrow breast straps, a pair of dark grey herringbone cloth trousers, a pair of white
cotton long johns, a pair of white cotton briefs, two pairs of tan socks and a pair of dark
blue heavy cloth trousers - body BA-05-052T;
a dark grey men's coat, a cardigan with four brown buttons with horizontal blue, black
and tan ribbed patterns, the bottom part of a tracksuit, with a thick turquoise line along
the leg and a label reading "ALWAYS", a light-colored shirt with vertical stripes, a pair
of cotton boxer shorts, a pair of white cotton long johns, a white long-sleeved T-shirt
and a pair of tan socks - body BA-05-054T;
a pair of brown socks, a pair of white cotton long johns, a pair of grey heavy cloth
trousers, a grey heavy cloth coat and a label on the lining "NEKO COMPANY", a dark
blue heavy cotton shirt, with a label at the inside of the back reading "LEVIS" and a
leather vest lined with artificial fur with a red zip-fastener - body BA-05-031T;
a pair of white cotton long johns, a pair of dark grey cloth trousers with a black belt
around the waist, a pair of dark blue ankle-high socks with thin green stripes - body
BA-05-067T;
a body wrapped-up in a fuzzy brown blanket, a pair of light blue "LEVIS" jeans, the
upper part of light-colored terry cloth pajamas, the remnants of a blue sweater, a lightcolored turtleneck shirt, a white singlet, a white undershirt - body BA-05-068T;
a hand-made woolen vest with a V neck, a light-brown sweater with a round neck and
blue and violet rhombuses at the front, a white long-sleeved undershirt, the bottom part
of synthetic tracksuit, brand name "NIKE", a pair of light-blue denim jeans, size 36,
brand name "LEVIS 501", a dark brown sweater. brand name "REPAIR", size M, with
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a round neck, a dark green hand-made woolen sock, a tan cloth jacket with three buttons
- body BA-05-062T;
a part of a pair of light blue jeans, a part of a grey synthetic pair of shorts, a part of a
dark blue ladies slip - body BA-05-070T;
a pullover with a V neck, a pair of white briefs with pink stripes, a white handkerchief
with green stripes, a tan sweater with a round neck and tan, violet and grey squares at
the front, a pair of blue denim jeans with the label reading "GOLD LEGEND" - body
BA-05-069T;
a white long-sleeved undershirt, a light tan sweatshirt with a round neck, a light tan
sweatshirt with a breast appliqué reading "ALL STAR CONVERSE", a part of a pair of
light blue denim jeans with the label "ORIGINAL WAMPUS" - body BA-05-072T;
26. a long-sleeved shirt, a white T-shirt, a pair of light blue denim jeans, - body BA-05073T;
a white pair of pants, a pair of denim jeans - body BA-05-075T;
an orange cigarette lighter - found on the body BA-05-076T;
a long-sleeved shirt, a jacket and a white T-shirt, in a transparent plastic bag a part of a
transparent rectangle was found with a number written on it in a blue felt-tipped pen body BA-05-077T;
a blue sweatshirt with a hood and a round neck - body BA-05-080T;
a pair of blue denim jeans, a black leather belt - body BA-05-081T;
synthetic overalls with orange lining and an appliqué in the shape of the letter V, a dark
blue jacket with the label "Crazy colours" below the collar and, below that, in pink
letters, "Crazy wear", a multicolored sweater with a round neck and white, green and
dark violet patterns in the shape of horizontal stripes and rhombuses and a label reading
"Inge Triko", the bottom part of the fatigues, with a slit pocket in the upper part of the
fatigues leg and a zip-fastened pocket on each leg, a tan, short-sleeved mesh T-shirt
with a horizontal appliqué and the brand name "Nike" embroidered in green thread body BA-05-082T;
a pair of blue denim jeans, a leather belt, a corduroy sweatshirt, a white cotton
undershirt with the label "Nike", a white ladies slip, a pair of dark blue men's socks body BA-05-084T;
a denture that was found on the body does not fit with the other parts of the jawbone body BA-05-086T;
a pair of long johns, a pair of men's socks, a cotton sweatshirt - body BA-05-087T;
a pair of tan denim jeans, a black belt, a brownish sweater with the breast lettering
"Golfing country club", a black leather jacket, a suede vest - body BA-05-088T;
a set of dentures - body BA-05-090T;
a set of dentures, a Shetland sweater, a white shirt, an undershirt - body BA-05-092T;
the body in the body bag was covered with a blanket, a green sweater and a pair of
men's socks were found - body BA-05-101T;
a green-black sweatshirt with an inscription "Nike", a dark-colored jacket with a zipfastener and no label, a pair of long johns and a pair of socks, a dark green coat, a pair
of dark grey trousers - body BA-05-103T;
a long-sleeved cloth shirt, a pair of long johns - body BA-05-104T;
a blue plaid sweatshirt, a brown jacket, a pair of tan denim jeans, a men's belt, a green
sweater - body BA-05-105T;
a cream-colored, short-sleeved T-shirt with an inscription "Addidas training - authentic
sports" - body BA-05-106T;
a jacket with a hood, a striped sweater, a white men's undershirt, the remnants of a pair
of blue jeans - body BA-05-108T;
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a pair of blue trousers, a black belt, a part of a synthetic jacket, the remnants of a handmade vest with a label "Fabriking company", the remnants of men's socks - body BA05-109T;
the upper part of a blue-green-brown tracksuit with the label "Addidas", a pair of white
socks with a blue horizontal stripe, a white T-shirt with an inscription "Adventure trip new comfort design - modern company - good quality" - body BA-05-110T;
a pair of blue trousers, a white singlet, a pair of men's socks, a pair of long-johns and a
brown leather jacket, a roll of sellotape and a box of "Galenika" pills, the name if the
pills illegible - body BA-05-111T;
a light-colored denim jacket, with a label "Scotch-Anti-freeze, science in fashion", in a
transparent plastic bag a piece of transparent pink plastic rectangle was found - body
BA-05-112T;
two long-sleeved cotton T-shirt - body BA-05-118T;
a brown men's coat, a vest lined with artificial wool, with a label below the collar
reading »JUGOPLASTIKA-SPLIT«, a tan sweater with broad horizontal grey stripes, a
black turtleneck, two pairs of turquoise-blue woolen socks, a light-grey sweatshirt with
an inscription on the left-hand side of the breast reading »BELDIS« - body BA-05093T;
a dark-grey sweater with a round neck and embossed rhombuses of the same color on
the breast, the remnants of a long-sleeved white undershirt, the remnants of a white
singlet – body BA-05-116T;
a pair of dark grey trousers with a brown belt around the waist, a pair of woolen long
johns, a pair of hand-made white cotton long johns, a pair of white briefs, a pair of
hand-made tan knee socks, a pair of machine-made turquoise-blue knee socks - body
BA-05-117T;
a pair of brown heavy cotton jeans with a label reading »GAS« at the back, a brown belt
around the waist, a pair of black socks, the upper and the bottom part of a pair of creamcolored pajamas with bordeaux horizontal geometric patterns, a white singlet, a handmade pullover, a pair of white men's briefs - body BA-05-119T;
a short-sleeved white T-shirt with a label »REEBOK« at the left breast, the bottom part
of a dark blue tracksuit, brand name »ADIDAS«, with add-on legs, a pair of lightcolored socks with green rhombuses, a pair of blue briefs – body BA-05-120T;
a piece of white long-sleeved shirt with thin black stripes, with a label »C&M« on the
inside of the collar, a hand-made red pullover, a pair of white briefs with green and blue
vertical stripes – body BA-05-123T;
a piece of flannel shirt with large blue, grey and black vertical stripes, the bottom part
of a pair of pajamas with vertical dark blue and tan stripes, a pair of grey trousers with a
label at the back reading »LEVO SPORTS WEAR«, a long-sleeved white undershirt –
body BA-05-096T;
the remnants of a denture, a pair of black heavy cotton jeans with a label at the back
reading STAFF BASICS«, a sweatshirt with three buttons under the collar and a label
»LE SHARK« on the inside and below the collar, a light tan short-sleeved shirt, a pair
of white cotton long johns with five buttons fly, a pair of grey socks, a pair of grey
ankle-high socks, a pair of white briefs - body BA-05-125T;
a pair of heavy cotton brown jeans with a label »LEVIS 501« at the back, a white cotton
singlet, a pair of white cotton long johns, a pair of white cotton briefs, a black turtleneck
- body BA-05-127T;
a two-face jacket, the outer one of black synthetic material, the inner one of heavy plaid
cloth, blue and green, and a label reading »LETS GO«, a part of black corduroys, a part
of white cotton long johns, a part of a long-sleeved cotton T-shirt – body BA-05-129T;
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a grey heavy cotton shirt, size M, on the right-hand breast pocket there is a label reading
»TOM TAILOR«, a pair of men's boxer briefs with small green-blue squares, a white
cotton singlet, a grey sock, a pair of grey cloth trousers with a black belt around the
waist - body BA-05-124T;
the remnants of a short-sleeved black T-shirt – body BA-05-133T;
a part of a black jacket, a light blue denim shirt, a short-sleeved black T-shirt, a part of
»LEVIS« denim jeans, the bottom part of a black tracksuit, brand name »ADIDAS«, a
pair of white briefs, a black »ADIDAS« ankle boot with a ribbed rubber sole – body
BA-05-131T;
a part of the upper jawbone denture, a pair of grey heavy cloth trousers with a label
reading »TREVIRA« at the back, a pair of white cotton long johns, a pair of white
briefs, a pair of grey machine-made socks - body BA-05-134T;
the body wrapped-up in a brown blanket, a cardigan with five green buttons, a white
shirt with thin black vertical stripes, a pair of dark green cloth trousers – body BA-05139T;
a short-sleeved grey T-shirt, a pair of grey long johns with a patch in the crotch, a pair
of grey trousers with a tan belt around the waist, a black jacket with two sown-on side
pockets, a metal zip-fastener, a green ribbed sweater with the V neck, a pair of grey
socks – body BA-05-141T;
the bottom part of a bordeaux cotton tracksuit with a label on the inside, below the
waist, reading »RUSSELL ATHLETICS«, a pair of bordeaux cotton long johns - body
BA-05-143T;
a pair of white cotton long johns, a pair of white sports socks with blue and red stripes
at the top, a pair white cotton briefs, a pair of heavy cotton jeans with the brown
»LEVIS 501« label, a green rubber boot with the black ribbed sole – body BA-05-146T;
a long-sleeved white cloth shirt, a part of a grey pair of trousers, the bottom part of a
tracksuit, brand name »ADIDAS«, with the letters »SOCCER« written below the righthand pocket, a green sweater with the V neck, a pair of browns cotton long johns –
body BA-05-149T;
a long-sleeved grey T-shirt with three button collar, with a label in the breast area
reading »NIKE«, a white long-sleeved undershirt, a ladies T-shirt with shoulder straps,
a black brassiere, the bottom part of a cotton tracksuit, a label reading »CIZANE –
SPORT – DAME – THERRE«, size XL, a pair of white ladies briefs - body BA-05150T;
a pair of light blue denim jeans with the »LEVIS« label, a brown belt around the waist,
a sweatshirt with vertical bordeaux and dark blue stripes, a button-up collar, a sweater
with a round neck and tan and greenish geometric patterns, a pair of white cotton long
johns, a white cotton undershirt, a pair of white cotton briefs - body BA-05-151T;
a light tan sweatshirt with a label in the breast area reading »FILA«, a white cotton
undershirt, a white cotton singlet, a pair of white cotton briefs, a pair of machine-made
woolen long johns, a grey sock, a part of a pair of cotton long johns – body BA-05152T;
a pair of greenish, heavy corduroy jeans with a black belt round the waist and a label
»EMIN DURAKU« on the inside, a woolen sweater with a round neck, a long-sleeved
cloth shirt with vertical tan and blue stripes, a white cotton undershirt, a white cotton
singlet, a pair of white cotton long johns - body BA-05-153T;
a yellowish box of matches with the word »USA« written on one side - body BA-05156T;
a pair of trousers with large blue, green and red squares, a pair of white cotton briefs a
pair of white cotton briefs, a dark brown sock, a bordeaux sweatshirt with an oval
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appliqué, inside the appliqué there are a sown-on letters »F- FASHION« and a stylized
fish skeleton, a white cotton singlet, a white cotton undershirt - body BA-05-160T;
a denim jacket with a label on the inside below the collar reading »LEVIS«, size: 33-36,
a synthetic material body warmer with a round appliqué at the breast and, inside the
appliqué, machine-embroidered letter M, a black corduroy vest with a label on the
inside below the collar reading »VERSACE«, a black cloth shirt with a label on the
inside below the collar reading »PROLETER – RAŠKA«, a pair of white cotton long
johns, a pair of black socks, a white cotton singlet - body BA-05-162T;
a pair of white cotton long johns, the bottom part of a turquoise tracksuit with tan
patterns and a label »ADIDAS« on a leg, a pair of brown heavy cotton jeans with a
black belt around the waist - body BA-05-163T;
a pair of greenish-brown heavy corduroy jeans with a label »MONA« on the inside
below the waist, a long-sleeved shirt with little blue, tan and light squares, with a label
on the inside of the collar reading »RALPH LAUREN«, a light grey cotton sweatshirt, a
white cotton singlet, a pair of blue swimming trunks, with black dots - body BA-05165T;
a pair of »LEVIS« denim jeans, size – 27-36 (the first number does not correspond to
the real size of the jeans' waist), a pair of white cotton long johns, a pair of tan socks, a
tan sock, a pair of white cotton briefs - body BA-05-166T;
a pair of denim jeans, a brown belt around the waist, with the »LEVIS« label at the
back, a pair of white cotton long johns, a heavy flannel sweatshirt, bordeaux in the
center, blue in the upper and lower parts with tan rhombuses and an inscription in the
center part reading »POLAR«, a flannel shirt with large blue, green and tan squares,
size XL, and a label on the inside of the collar reading »SINE – EXPORT-IMPORT«, a
long-sleeved, white cotton undershirt, a pair of briefs with little grey squares, a pair of
tan socks – body BA-05-172T;
a part of a pair of black heavy cotton jeans with the lettering »MADE IN USA« on the
inside, a white cotton sweatshirt with the »LEVIS« label, a white cotton singlet, a
sneaker with ribbed rubber sole, brand name »WINK« - body BA-05-175T;
a black vest, like a hunter's, with a metal zip-fastener, a black denim shirt, brand name
»LEVIS«, size XL, a long-sleeved white undershirt, size M, with a label reading
»CARISMA« - body BA-05-167T;
a white cotton sweatshirt, a pair of bordeaux socks, a green sweatshirt with the letters
»REEBOK« on the left-hand side of the breast, a pair of white cotton briefs, a pair of
white cotton long johns, a hand-made pullover, a pair of blue denim jeans with a label
on the inside of the waist reading »GASS INDUSTRY«, a white cotton T-shirt with a
breast appliqué reading »CUTTY SARK – SCOTS WHISKY« - body BA-05-169T;
a tan-green heavy cloth jacket, a brown, hand-made pullover, with three rows of twofaced brown buttons, and a label on the inside, below the collar, reading »UOM«, a
hand-made pullover with a V neck, a pair of blue denim jeans with a label »BIG
STAR«, a pair of white cotton long johns - body BA-05-171T;
a classic white cotton shirt with grey vertical stripes and a label reading »DESIGNER
LOGIC«, a white cotton undershirt, a white cotton singlet - body BA-05-176T;
a part of a pair of white cotton long johns, a part of black corduroy jeans – body BA-05178T;
a body wrapped-up in a brown blanket with tan patterns, a heavy, synthetic, bordeaux
material vest, with a label on the left breast reading »ADIDAS«, a tan-grey hand-made
sweater with a round neck, a long-sleeved white shirt with thin blue vertical stripes and
a label on the inside of the collar reading »ANTONIO VITALI«, the bottom part of a
synthetic dark blue tracksuit, with three parallel stripes on the sides of the legs and an
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»ADIDAS« label, a white tennis shoe with cotton uppers and a flat rubber sole, a pair of
grey cotton long johns, a pair of white briefs with blue, green and black vertical stripes,
a plastic wristwatch on the left hand, gold-plated hands and little golden lines instead of
the numerals - body BA-05-179T;
a white brassiere, a white cotton sweatshirt, a white T-shirt with shoulder straps, with a
label on the inside below the collar reading » I LOVE YOU«, a white short-sleeved Tshirt with a breast label reading »CEMENTEOLA«, a tan, green and yellow machinemade sweater with a round neck, three little plastic boxes were found wrapped up in a
handkerchief and in the T-shirt. The first box contained five golden coins with an
engraved Arabic text. The second box contained two pairs of golden earrings, a golden
brooch with an engraved design, a golden ring, a golden chain threaded through the
golden ring. The third box contained two golden bracelets, four golden rings, two
golden earrings, two golden chains and a pearl necklace - body BA-05-181T;
a pair of light blue denim jeans with a brown belt around the waist, a part of a black
tennis shoe, a sweatshirt with vertical blue, yellow and tan stripes and a label on the
inside reading »WATSONS« - body BA-05-182T;
a machine-made sweater with vertical grey, dark blue, tan and violet stripes, a scorched
piece of cloth most probably belonging to a men's coat, a pair of white cotton long
johns, a light-colored long-sleeved shirt with thin vertical grey stripes, a white cotton
undershirt - body BA-05-184T;
a part of blue corduroy jeans, a brown belt around the waist, a dark green machinemade sweater, a part of a heavy jacket with artificial fur lining, a part of a woolen sock
with sown-on woolen laces, in a pocket of the jacket there was a red plastic cigarette
lighter, a pocket mirror with a yellow plastic frame, a yellow lead pencil, a
handkerchief. In the inside pocket of the jacket there was a rosary the color of wood,
two pairs of spectacles with thick glasses and plastic frames, a metal, gasoline refillable
cigarette lighter - body BA-05-187T;
in a trouser pocket there was a document - a pass by AD Kombinat aluminijuma
(Aluminum Combine AD), from Podgorica, to the name of Neđmedin Zeni, an
employee of the factory »25 maj«, from Tetovo. The number of the pass was illegible,
of the date, only the year (1999) was legible, the identity card number was illegible,
issued by the Secretariat of Internal Affairs in Vučitrn. The pass had been issued to
make it possible for NeĎmedin Zeka to travel from Podgorica to Vučitrn and the other
way round. The pass was signed by: the foreman, Knežević (illegible first name), by
engineer Jeremija Radojević, the manager of the electrolyses factory, engineer Šćepović
Igor, the director. A part of a pair of black trousers, a part of denim jeans, a sleeve of a
plaid shirt (yellow, red and green squares), a pack of BIC razor blades - body BA-05189T;
a light tan long-sleeved shirt with little blue squares, a white, long-sleeved cotton
undershirt, the remnants of green corduroy trousers, a pair of white cotton briefs, a
machine made dark blue vest with a label »CANDA« on the inside below the collar,
size 52-54 M, a violet cardigan with horizontal tan stripes - body BA-05-193T;
an identity card in the outside coat pocket to the name of Selim (Homez) Lluhani, date
of birth February 4, 1935, place of birth Gjakove (Đakovica), place of residence
Gjakove, C. Hogja – N 16, citizens unique identification number 0402935940002,
identity card number 106039, issued on December 3, 1990. A dark brown cloth jacket, a
dark green cardigan, a dark green sweatshirt, with a label on the inside below the collar
reading »HOF ERICO YUN«, a tan machine-made pullover, a dark grey cardigan, a
pair of white cotton long johns, a light-colored cotton sweatshirt. In a trouser pocket
there were s plastic yellow comb, a metal pocket knife, a blue cigarette lighter; in a coat
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pocket there were 5 ball-point pens, a metal tape measure, a spool of thread, a wad of
string, three packs of cigarettes (LM, Monte Karlo and an open pack of Monte Karlo),
tweezers - body BA-05-195T;
a heavy dark green jacket with black lining, a synthetic fuzzy blanket, a black and grey
colored sweater with irregular designs and a V neck, a grey coat and a grey pair of
trousers, a heavy vest made of synthetic material - body BA-05-197T;
the remnants of a grey pair of trousers, the remnants of a green coat, the remnant of a
green artificial wool lining – body BA-05-200T;
the remnants of a pair of blue denim jeans, the remnants of a pair of white briefs, the
remnants of a T-shirt with three buttons, the remnants of a singlet – body BA-05-201T;
the remnants of a pair of blue jeans, the remnants of a tan sweatshirt, a heavy tan sock, a
light tan sock - body BA-05-211T;
a long-sleeved flannel shirt with large blue, green and red squares - body BA-05-207T;
100. a tan sweatshirt with a breast appliqué reading »REBEL STREET GAME«, a pair
of black heavy cotton jeans, a pair of swimming trunks with green, blue and red vertical
stripes - body BA-05-216T;
the remnants of a brown trousers, the remnant of grey long johns, the remnant of a pair
of boxer shorts with little light blue squares, a metal wristwatch, a detailed description
of the dial is impossible due to the fact that the crystal is scorched and blackened - body
BA-05-215T;
the remnants of a pair of grey trousers, the remnants of the bottom part of a dark blue
tracksuit, the remnants of a shirt with tan, violet, blue and yellow squares and a black
collar, black plastic wristwatch, with gilded hands and numerals and with a glass at the
bottom part of the watch allowing a look at the clockwork mechanism brand name
»ESPIRIT« - body BA-05-218T;
the remnants of the bottom part of a turquoise tracksuit, with the inscription
»REEBOK« on the side of a leg and the label »NIKE« on the other leg, the remnants of
a pair of white cotton briefs - body BA-05-219T;
a pair of grey trousers with a black belt round the waist, the remnants of a tan sweatshirt
with a label on the inside of the collar reading »CAPPUCIO«, the bottom part of a blue
synthetic tracksuit, a pair of men's green boxer shorts with many appliqués in the shape
of a stylized anchor - body BA-05-220T;
a heavy green jacket with detachable sleeves with a label on the inside of the back
reading »SPECIAL FOR«, the upper part of a turquoise »ADIDAS« tracksuit with tan
designs on the sleeves, the remnant of a bordeaux sweater - body BA-05-226T;
a pair of brown jeans, trade name »BENETON«, the remnants of the bottom part of a
dark blue tracksuit, a tan short-sleeved T-shirt, the remnants of a black leather belt, the
remnants of a pair of grey long johns, a red sock with a grey heel - body BA-05-230T;
the bottom part of a synthetic dark blue »ADIDAS« tracksuit, a black, short-sleeved
cotton T-shirt, a pair of dark blue swimming trunks with a label »SPEEDO«, the
remnants of a red fuzzy blanket, a pair of tan socks - body BA-05-234T;
a tan sweatshirt with a sown-on breast appliqué in the shape of two overlapping hearts,
a tan short-sleeved sweatshirt, the remnants of a white shirt with discrete black squares,
a short-sleeved green T-shirt with a breast appliqué in the shape of a trident, the bottom
part of a dark blue tracksuit with white and light blue vertical stripes along the legs, a
heavy black jacket of synthetic material - body BA-05-235T;
the remnants of the bottom part of a dark blue synthetic tracksuit, the remnants of a
singlet, the remnants of a pair of briefs, the remnants of a pair of denim jeans - body
BA-05-237T;
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the upper part of a dark blue synthetic tracksuit with white stripes on the shoulders and
a breast label reading »REEBOK«, a pair of white cotton long johns, a long-sleeved tan
shirt with vertical dark blue stripes and a label below the collar reading »AMBER
CITY«, a white cotton mesh singlet - body BA-05-240T;
a blue sweatshirt with irregular tan designs, the remnants of the bottom part of a pair of
terry cloth pajamas, a pair of black swimming trunks, a scorched pack of cigarettes, a
blue scorched cigarette lighter, a pack of razor blades - body BA-05-241T;
the remnants of a denim vest with a label reading »MUSTANG« on the inside of the
collar, the remnants of grey machine-made sweater, a short-sleeved T-shirt, with a motif
from the cartoon »101 Dalmatians« printed on the whole surface of the T-shirt, and a
black plastic wristwatch, brand name »Q&Q – Qartz« - body BA-05-214T;
a grey machine-made sweater with irregular green designs, a plaid, grey and black,
long-sleeved shirt, a white cotton singlet, a pair of white cotton briefs, a grey sock with
tan rhombuses - body BA-05-246T;
the remnants of a grey pair of rousers with a light tan belt around the waist, the
remnants of the bottom part of a blue tracksuit with a green stripe along each leg, a pair
of shorts, red waist and blue legs, with center red and blue square appliqués in the shape
of a geometric cubes, a hand-made woolen sock – body BA-05-248T;
the remnants of a pair of grey trousers, the remnants of the bottom part of a blue
tracksuit, brand name »ADIDAS«, the remnants of a pair of grey long johns – body
BA-05-249T;
the remnants of the bottom part of dark blue »ADIDAS« tracksuit, the remnants of a
pair of blue swimming trunks with red and green stripes at the front, a pair of black
socks with tan rhombuses along the length of the sock, a black left shoe - body BA-05251T;
the remnants of a plaid shirt with tiny grey and white squares, the remnants of the
bottom part of »ADIDAS« tracksuit, the remnants of a white cotton T-shirt with a
breast inscription reading »ANUKONIGSTAHL«, the remnants of a grey sock - body
BA-05-255T;
a dark grey coat with tan lining, with a label on the inside reading »SCHILD«, a pair o
matching dark grey trousers, a blue flannel shirt with discrete yellow vertical stripes, a
brown machine-made sweater with black horizontal stripes and a label on the inside of
the collar reading »SRBIJANKA LESKOVAC«, a white cotton undershirt, a pair of
white cotton long johns - body BA-05-257T;
an identity card, a health care card, employment record card, a pension cheque, a
temporary employment contract for employment in a foreign country found in a wallet
in the right-hand inside pocket of a coat. The documents are issued to the name of Alija
(Ibrahim) Melenica, date of birth March 10, 1941, place of birth Vučitrn, place of
residence 17 Kumanovska street, Vučitrn, citizens unique identification number
1003941922026.The health care card with the same name, family name and the year of
birth. The employment record card to the same name and family name issued by
Vučitrn prevoz company. The pension cheque to the same name and family name. The
temporary employment contract for employment in a foreign country – contract number
428, signed on January 15, 1982, between the civil engineering company »RAD
Beograd« and Alija Melenica, whereby Alija Melenica is being sent to work abroad for
a period of 18 months. Of personal items, a pack of razor blades was found - body BA05-269T;
the bottom part of a blue tracksuit with three white vertical stripes, brand name
»ADIDAS«, a pair of multi-colored shorts, a broad spectrum of color in irregular
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designs, a tan singlet with a label »NIKE«, a sports jersey with the black lettering at the
front reading »POKAL 2000« - body BA-05-260T;
the remnants of a blue sweatshirt, the remnants of a nightshirt, the remnants of a
sweatshirt, the tan upper part and the blue bottom part, with a breast appliqué reading
»SOUTHERN PRES«, size XL, a pair of black swimming trunks with the lettering
»HURRICANE« at the front, with red, green and yellow stripes at the front - body BA05-262T;
a pair of black denim jeans with a black leather belt around the waist and a label reading
»AUTHENTIC JEANSE«, a bordeaux sweatshirt with a breast appliqué reading »1928
ATLANTIC COAST«, a white cotton sweatshirt, a pair of white cotton long johns with
a red cloth patch in the crotch, an undershirt with thin shoulder straps, a pair of violet
cotton ladies briefs, with a lace in at the front in the shape of rose flower (in the crotch
area, under the briefs, there were pieces of cloth, and pathologists believe it was a
female who was having a menstruation) - body BA-05-263T;
a blue denim jeans, a hand-made pullover, a blue machine-made sweater with irregular
black designs, a pair of white cotton long johns - body BA-05-267T;
the remnants of a brown dress with tan designs in the shape of coffee beans, the
remnants of a white dress lining with green and violet crescent shaped designs, the
remnants of a pair of white cotton long johns, the remnants of a cotton cloth burnt to a
state where it is impossible to recognize it, a golden ring on a left hand finger with a
filigree workmanship in the middle in the shape of a heart, three »ELZET« keys on a
metal key ring - body BA-05-278T;
a hand-made pullover, a hand-made pair of long johns, a pair of black cloth trousers
with discrete blue vertical stripes, a traditional white cotton shirt, a pair of white cotton
long johns, a white cotton undershirt, a blue cardigan - body BA-05-279T;
a pair of grey denim jeans, a black shirt with tan horizontal geometric patterns, a white
short-sleeved T-shirt with a breast appliqué in the shape of a cyclist in motion and,
below the appliqué, the lettering »SPRING GRAND PRIX«, a tan sock, a pair of
orange-colored cotton briefs - body BA-05-284T;
a heavy dark blue jacket with light tan lining, a pair of grey large-ribbed corduroy
trousers, a pair of greenish-yellow cotton long johns with numerous green and grey
patches at the front and back, a plaid flannel shirt with large tan, black and red squares,
a black rubber boot with the ribbed sole, size 46, a tan sock - body BA-05-289T;
a pair of tan denim jeans with the scorched right leg, brand name »LEVIS 501«, a pair
of green cotton long johns with the scorched right leg - body BA-05-290T;
a pair of grey cotton long johns, the remnants of a dark blue sweatshirt, a pair of brown
trousers with a black leather belt around the waist, the remnants of rubber overshoes,
the remnants of a tennis shoe with textile uppers and a rubber sole, a metal wristwatch
found on the left hand, the dial completely destroyed - body BA-05-291T;
a pair of tan denim jeans, a hand-made sweater, a leather shoe, a white T-shirt with a
breast appliqué in the shape of 7 apples, cut out in the upper half, with an inscription
below it reading »APPLE ART« - body BA-05-293T;
a military identity card found in the inside pocket of a coat, with the following data series AF, number 141199, other data were impossible to read as they had been written
with a ball-point pen and the ink was smeared. A dark brown coat with discrete light
vertical stripes, a pair of white cotton long johns, a light white machine-made sweater
with the letters »IOE« on the left breast and a drawing of a five-pointed star below, a
white short-sleeved cotton T-shirt, a T-shirt with green tan and reddish horizontal
stripes, a pair of summer trousers with the light tan waist ruffle and a brown belt around
the waist, a yellow plastic comb and a white ball-point pen - body BA-05-298T;
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a heavy green synthetic jacket with a label on the inside of the collar reading
»SKUTEKS – SKOVRNJE«, size 50, a pair of light tan corduroy jeans, brand name
»GAS«, the bottom part of a blue cotton tracksuit, traditional men's white cotton shirt, a
dark blue sweater with tan horizontal stripes - body BA-05-299T;
the remnants of a shirt, a sweater and a T-shirt – body BA-05-305T;
the bottom part of a dark blue tracksuit with three yellow stripes along the legs and the
emblem of »ADIDAS« company, a white cotton T-shirt, a pair of grey cotton long
johns, a pair of white cotton briefs - body BA-05-281T;
a hand-made cyclamen and red pullover, a sleeveless T-shirt with a breast appliqué in
the shape of a bunch of red roses, a black machine-made sweater, a pair of grey socks, a
black sock - body BA-05-310T;
the remnants of a pair of jeans, of swimming trunks and of a white T-shirt – body BA05-312T;
a green synthetic jacket with an appliqué on the inside and below the collar in the shape
of a mountain-climber climbing a mountain and an inscription »BUSH – SPORTS
WEAR«, a dark grey shirt with discrete black square, a machine-made sweater dark
grey and yellowish in color, a white cotton singlet, a black plastic wristwatch brand
name »Q&Q – QUARTZ«. Dark green lines instead of the numerals, gilded hands body BA-05-313T;
a heavy synthetic jacket, a white cotton T-shirt, a pair of denim jeans, a golden chain
was found in a pocket of the jeans - body BA-05-314T;
a pair of »LEVIS 501« denim jeans with a black leather belt around the waist, a track
shoe, brand name »ADIDAS«, combination dark blue and grey color, with a with the
yellow ribbed sole, a tan and grey sweatshirt with a metal zip-fastener closing the
collar, a mesh cotton singlet, a pair of black swimming trunks, a black sock - body BA05-315T;
the upper part of a dark blue »ADIDAS« tracksuit, with a zip-fastener, a grey
sweatshirt, with an emblem at the left breast reading »NIKE«, a golden chain was found
around the neck - body BA-05-317T;
an identity card found in the left hip pocket of the pair of jeans to the name of Ferki
(Zećir) Kadriu, date of birth March 3, 1981, in Vučitrn, place of residence Ul. JNA
lamela 4a-21, Vučitrn, citizens unique identification number 0303981924692, identity
card number 89904, date of issue September 24, 1997, valid for 5 years. The identity
card was found in a black plastic sleeve with the inscription "identity card" in Albanian
and Serbian languages. A heavy dark blue jacket with bright red lining, with appliqués
on the left and right breast, reading »SOUTH POLE – MICRO TECH – SPG-USA«, a
pair of black »LEVIS 501« denim jeans with a black belt around the belt with the word
»WRANGLER« engraved in the belt, a black synthetic body warmer, a black heavy
cotton shirt, brand name »LEVIS«, the bottom part of a blue tracksuit with a single
white stripe along each leg, and the lettering »LOTTO« on the left thigh, a green longsleeved T-shirt with irregular tan patterns and inscription on the left breast reading
»UMBRO« and the logo of the company in the shape of two rhomboids, a pair of
machine made black woolen long johns, a pair of tan socks with black rhomboids, a pair
of black socks, a pair of white briefs with appliqués in the shape of blue hearts, a metal
wristwatch, brand name »CHARLES DELON«, was found on the left hand, in the front
pocket of the jeans there were two 50 dinar notes and one 20 dinar note - body BA-05301T;
the remnants of a pair of tan denim jeans, the remnants of the bottom part of a blue
tracksuit with a white stripe along both legs and the lettering, inside the stripes, reading
»EURO SPORT«, in a separate PVC bag there is a black plastic wristwatch found on
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the left hand. The dial has been completely destroyed so as to make identification of the
brand name impossible - body BA-05-304T;
a bordeaux and dark blue synthetic jacket with and "ADIDAS" emblem on the left
breast , the bottom part of a violet tracksuit with the inscription »NADIA FASSI« on
the left trouser pocket, a white T-shirt with red, blue and yellow patterns, a white, shortsleeved cotton undershirt - body BA-05-320T;
a pair of tan »LEVIS 501« denim jeans with a black belt around the waist, a pair of dark
blue tennis shoes with a yellow stripe on the side and a ribbed sole, brand name
»WAIT«, a golden wedding ring on the right hand finger. A metal pocket watch has
been delivered along with the body, with the hands showing 02:20 hours, and a steamdriven locomotive engraved on the back of the watch, and above the locomotive a
crescent and a star - body BA-05-322T;
a driver's license and health care card found in a trouser pocket in a brown wallet to the
name of Kemajlj Trnava, date of birth May 15, 1958, in Vučitrn, issued by the
Secretariat of Internal Affairs in Vučitrn. The health care card is almost completely
scorched so it was impossible to read the data from it. A pair of grey trousers, a pair of
white cotton long johns, a pair of woolen hand-made socks, a pair of grey socks - body
BA-05-323T;
the remnants of a dark grey men's coat, the remnants of a pair of dark grey trousers, the
remnants of a pair of bordeaux shorts, the remnants of a pair of white cotton long johns,
a black sock with tan rhombuses - body BA-05-324T;
a synthetic bordeaux jacket, a »SHETLAND« sweater with irregular red, tan, blue and
bordeaux patterns, with the roll neck with a zip-fastener, the bottom part of a black
tracksuit with three white stripes along the legs (»ADIDAS« trade mark), a white cotton
T-shirt, a white cotton singlet, a pair of grey briefs with, at the front, a combination of
black and tan vertical stripes, trade mark »IAN – SPORTS BASICS«, a white sports
sock with blue and red stripe at the top, a plastic tag with a paper inside and the number
10 written on it in red felt-tipped pen. The tag was found stuck on the outer part of the
jacket collar - body BA-05-328T;
a pair of dark grey denim jeans with a piece of string around the waist, the remnants of
tan sweatshirt with grey patterns, the remnants of a singlet, the remnants of the upper
part of a grey and dark blue »ADIDAS« tracksuit, a golden wedding ring on the left
hand finger, a wristwatch with a leather strap, gilded, white dial with gilded hands, the
brand name is not engraved, a golden chain found around the neck - body BA-05-329T;
a heavy dark blue synthetic jacket with the light blue lining, the bottom part of a black
synthetic tracksuit with three white lines along both legs, »ADIDAS« trade mark, the
upper part of a dark blue tracksuit with orange and tan patterns on the sleeves, brand
name "ELLESSE", a pair of black woolen long johns, a pair of tan socks - body BA-05330T;
a pair of swimming trunks with black and white vertical stripes, the remnants of a black
turtleneck with synthetic material in the shoulder are, the remnants of the upper part of
a dark blue tracksuit with red, white and blue patterns in the shoulder area, brand name
»ADIDAS«, the remnants of a white T-shirt - body BA-05-333T/ BA-05-334T;
in a body bag the remains of at least three persons were found. A short-sleeved T-shirt
with the lettering "Round the world surfing - Malibu beach" and a sweatshirt with a
short zip-fastener and a picture of a surfer on the upper left part, as well as a piece of a
sleeve of a heavy jacket were found on one of the bodies in the body bag - body BA-05326T;
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the bottom part of an olive and brown military fatigues, an undershirt and a shortsleeved T-shirt, the bottom part of a tracksuit and a part of white cotton dressing - body
BA-05-308T;
a light brown sweatshirt, the bottom part of a dark blue tracksuit, with violet-grey cloth
patches at the back and the knees, a part of a light-colored jacket padded with "vatelin"
padding and with a single square pocket closed with press studs, a pair of classic blue
denim jeans, a pair of black socks with grey rhomboid patterns - body BA-05-336T;
a passport, three identity cards, 3 health care cards and a number of documents in a
pocket of a jacket or a coat. The passport - blue, Yugoslav, wrapped up in a plastic bag,
to the name of Šaban Meljenica, born in Vučitrn, on June 18, 1950, citizens unique
identification number 1806950922018, address Vučitrn, Kumanovska 17, passport
issued on December 6, 1997, valid until December 6, 2007. The first identity card is
scorched, date of issue visible - February 7, 1997, as is the address - Kumanovska 17. A
certificate testifying to the fact that Šaban Meljenica is not under investigation. A
request for a new identity card/for a replacement of an old identity card to the name of
Dafina (Shaban) Melenica, born on June 18, 1991, in "Vuciterne, Vuciterne, KSAK
Serbise" (that is what it says), occupation "femi" (which means child), citizens unique
identification number 1806991925056, place of residence Vuciterne "A. Shabani" 17,
the municipality where she has been entered into the registry of Yugoslav citizens is
that of Kosovska Mitrovica. A birth certificate, bilingual, Albanian and Serbian, the
municipality of Kosovska Mitrovica, place of entry Kosovska Mitrovica, year of entry
1991, serial number 2237, to the name of Dafina Meljenica, female, born on June 18,
1991 in the municipality of Kosovska Mitrovica, citizenship of the Republic of Serbia
and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, citizens unique identification number
1806991925056, father's name Šaban Meljenica/ Shaban Melenica, born in 1950 in
Vučitrnu, citizen of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, mother's name Emine
Meljenica/ Emine Melenica, née Mustafa, born in 1953 in Smrekovnica, the citizen of
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, place of residence and address in Vučitrn,
number of the certificate 06-200-2, issued on September 30, 1991, in Kosovska
Mitrovica, issued by the registrar Radmila Lalić. The second identity card to the name
of Ajida (Šaban) Meljenica, born on May 30, 1983, identity card number 94234,
issued on June 1, 1998, citizens unique identification number 3005983929772. The
third identity card to the name of Emine (Murselj) Meljenica, born on May 5, 1953, in
Smrekovnica, address Abdulah Shabani 17, Vučitrn, citizens unique identification
number 0505953927025, issued on May 21, 1991, identity card number (partly
illegible) 57..6. Also found were health care cards to the names of Aida Meljenice and
Emine Meljenice, with the same data as above, and yet another health care card,
largely illegible. A rosary, a comb, a handkerchief and the remnants of one 10 DM note
on the comb - body BA-05-340T;
an identity card in a bordeaux leather wallet found in a pocket of a tracksuit to the name
of Afrim (Osman) Bajrami, date of birth April 15, 1968, in Vučitrn, address
Kumanovska 13, Vučitrn, citizens unique identification number 1504968922051,
identity card number 77300, valid until January 25, 1995. The photograph in the
identity card has been preserved. Also found in the wallet were three 20 dinar notes and
one 10 dinar note. Together with the wallet a phone and address book were found but in
a state which makes it impossible to read anything in it. The bottom and upper parts of a
violet and bordeaux tracksuit, a pair of tennis shoes with white cotton uppers, a multicolored shirt - body BA-05-339T;
an identity card and a health care card found in a brown leather wallet found in a pocket
of a denim shirt. Because they are scorched, the data in the card can be only partially
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read. It is possible to read the last 4 letters of the first name - ..adan, the last 6 letters of
the family name - ..haqiri, the last 3 letters of the name of one of the parents - ..efu.
The date of birth can be read - "26.06.1949. godine" (June 26, 1949). Identity card
number 48746. Date of issue June 19, 19... The following can also be discerned from
the identity card: "FSHATI I BR...ZNIK", as well as "KOMUNE E VUCITRNE". The
wallet also contained a health care card but it is so scorched that only a part of the
expiry date is visible: 31.12. ..95. A scorched denim shirt, a piece of glass, regular
round shape, with a diameter of about 5 cm, the remnants of two ball-point pens and a
little box with "Bic" razor blades - body BA-05-343T;
a pair of blue cloth trousers with a cloth belt around the waist, the bottom part of a
tracksuit with a white and red stripes along the legs, a part of a stitched jacket with
"vatelin" lining, the remnants of a shirt - body BA-05-345T;
a pair of blue cloth trousers with a thin black belt around the waist, a black synthetic
body warmer, a green, machine made sweater - body BA-05-349T;
a piece of a pair of trousers, a sock – body BA-05-353T;
a blue passport in a pocket of a jacket to the name of Idriz Hasani, date of birth August
7, 1977, in Vučitrn, citizens unique identification number 0708977922014, address Ul.
Cetinjska 34, issued on December 18, 1997, valid until December 18, 2002, passport
number 000303798. The remnants of a tan denim jeans, a dark grey machine-made
sweater with a round neck, the remnants of grey cotton underpants, the remnants of a
pair of tan denim jeans, a heavy jacket made of synthetics and cotton with bordeaux, tan
and red patterns, with an inscription at the back reading »YOUNG PEOPLE SPORT
COLECTION SPECIAL – USA, inside the inscription there is an appliqué in the shape
of mountains, snow and the sun, a metal shoehorn - body BA-05-354T;
two documents – a school certificate on the completion of elementary education for
adults and a birth certificate found in a pocket of a jacket The school certificate to the
name of Driton (Rifat) Murseli, born on September 15, 1974, in Priština, the name of
the school " SHF IBRAHIM PERVIZI – Mitrovica", the school year 1991/92, the
school certificate issued on March 4, 1992. The second document found in a pocket is a
birth certificate, the document is not filled in, all the spaces to be filled in are blank. A
brown leather jacket with a metal zip-fastener, a green and blue machine-made sweater
with a round neck and little brown squares, a sweatshirt with a three button collar, grey
in the breast area, with bluish squares on the sleeves, a long-sleeved cotton undershirt,
the remnants of the upper part of a pair of denim jeans – body BA-05-355T;
the documents found in the wardrobe are largely scorched and burnt so as to make it
impossible to read anything written there. The remnants of a green body warmer, the
remnants of a tan sweatshirt with little grey squares in the are of the sleeves – body BA05-360T;
an identity card in a wallet found in an inner pocket of a jacket – scorched half-way
through, so the data from the identity card are incomplete. The name Ib..., family name
Melenica, the name of a parent Musta..., date of birth March 15, 1915, identity card
number 28348, address Ul A. Šabani 17 (Ul. Kumanovska 17), issued on May 7, 1983.
A pair of denim jeans, a pair of leather shoes with the ribbed soles, the remnants of a
man's dark brown coat, the remnants of a pair of grey long johns, the remnants of a
white cotton singlet, a spectacles glass, a plastic cigarette holder, a 50 para coin, a foil
of Ranitidin pills, a shoe lace, a pack of razor blades, a cotton handkerchief - body BA05-365T;
a light corduroy shirt the color of brick, a sleeveless grey T-shirt with a breast appliqué
in the shape of a drawing of a child with a cap riding a skateboard and an inscription
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»STREET LIMIT«, a pair of white cotton briefs with dark blue stitches, a pair of denim
jeans, a golden wedding ring on a the left hand finger - body BA-05-366T;
a pair of »LEVIS« denim jeans, a pair of black shoes with ribbed soles, a denim jacket,
a green sweatshirt with an inscription on the breast part reading »FOUR BOYS«, a
white cotton singlet, a tan T-shirt with an inscription at the front reading »RIFLE«, a
pair of white cotton briefs, a metal »SEIKO«, automatic wristwatch found on the left
hand, the watch movement arrested at - SAT-23 (Saturday, the 23rd day of the month),
the hand show the time – fifteen minutes to one - body BA-05-367T;
a green and tan sweater with a round neck with a label on the inside of the collar
reading »CAZINKA«, the remnants of a pair of briefs, a bright cream-colored sock, the
remnants of a T-shirt with tan and dark blue horizontal stripes, the remnants of a pair of
long johns, the remnants of a pair of tan jeans, the remnants of a black synthetic jacket –
body BA-05-369T;
a pair of black cloth trousers, a pair of tan long johns with little grey squares, a white
cotton singlet, a tan shirt with vertical blue stripes, a blue woolen vest, a dark grey
men's coat, a black plastic wristwatch, gilded hands - body BA-05-368T;
the remnants of a sweater, a pair of jeans and a jacket – body BA-05-370T;
a cloth jacket with "vatelin" lining and green, brown and violet patterns, a dark blue
sweater with a roll neck fastened with a zipper, the remnants of a brassiere, the remnant
of a pair of ladies briefs, a T-shirt with thin shoulder s traps, an earring with a bordeaux
pearl, two boxes with pills – Bensedin and Nifelat Retard, a golden ring with a little
dark green stone in the center was found on a left hand finger. Around such an
ornament, in a circle there were colorless little stones (precious stones), in the hair,
which was braided, there was a broad plastic hairclip - body BA-05-373T;
a pair of dark blue trousers with light-colored thin vertical stripes, a pair of socks, the
remnants of a shirt with large violet and tan squares, the bottom part of blue tracksuit, a
black, plastic »CHARLES DELON« wristwatch was found on the left hand - body BA05-375T;
a pair of heavy brown corduroy with a black belt around the waist, the remnants of a
sweatshirt, the bottom part of a blue tracksuit with two white and a blue stripe along the
legs, a pair of tan socks, a pair of ankle-high boots with thick and ribbed soles, brand
name »DISCOVERY« - body BA-05-377T;
the bottom part of a dark blue tracksuit, brand name »UHLSPORT«, a cream and
yellow colored cotton sweater with a round neck, a white cotton shirt, a pair of white
cotton long johns, a pair of white cotton briefs, a white singlet, a pair of gey cotton
socks - body BA-05-378T;
a shirt with large violet and cream-colored squares and red and tan stripes, the remnants
of a pair of black denim jeans, a grey sweatshirt with a breast appliqué in the shape of a
lettering »SKY DIVINGxxxxx« »OVER THE WORLD« and a drawing of two skydivers in the air, a pair of white cotton briefs, a metal tobacco case was found on the
body - body BA-05-379T;
a T-shirt with shoulder straps, a brassiere, a tennis shoe with cotton uppers brand name
»STARTAS«, the remnants of a scorched cloth, a narrow golden ring was found on a
right hand finger - body BA-05-380T;
the remnants of a dark grey coat, the remnant of a pair of trousers, the remnants of a
shirt, the remnant of a brown fuzzy blanket – body BA-05-385T;
a dark grey shirt, an orange-colored T-shirt – body BA-05-386T;
a black leather jacket with a label reading »ASCOL EXSUS«, with grey artificial fur
lining, a sweater with tan and grey vertical and horizontal patterns, a hand-made green
woolen pullover, a pair of black trousers with a brown belt around the waist, a right
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leather tennis shoe, combined white and black leather and the ribbed track soles, brand
name »NIKE«, a pair of green long johns - body BA-05-403T;
the bottom part of a pair of pajamas with light and violet vertical stripes along the legs,
a flannel shirt with large dark green and black squares, a grey short-sleeved T-shirt, a
pair of light grey socks, a brown machine-made sweater with a V neck - body BA-05404T;
an identity card in a black leather wallet in the wardrobe to the name of Atdhe
(Ruzhdi) Ramosaj, date of birth February 1, 1982, place of birth D. Crnobreg, Dečani,
address Ul Tefika Čanga 13, Peć, citizens unique identification number
0102982934467, identity card number 194189, issued on February 5, 1999, by the
Secretariat of Internal Affairs in Peć. In the wallet there was a 10 dinar note, a calling
card – ELEKTRO SERVIS – Xhevat Kelmendi – Peje, M. Barjaktari 32, telephone:
039/ 20-132 – a calling card – CARFOX Service & Montage – Rame Kastrati – 4600
Wales, Schubertstrasse 23. A pair of brown light corduroy jeans with a black leather
belt around the waist, a white cotton singlet, a pair of white cotton long johns, a white
sports sock, a tennis shoe, combined white and black leather and blue cloth with thick
ribbed soles, brand name »ADIDAS«, a green sweatshirt with the lettering on the breast
reading »DIESEL JEANS« - body BA-05-414T;
a white cotton undershirt, a white cotton singlet, the bottom part of a blue tracksuit with
an inscription, below the front left pocket, reading »SPORT, the upper part of a
tracksuit, a set with the blue upper part, with an inscription »SPORT«, the bottom part
of a light grey cotton tracksuit, with an inscription »TOPSPORTING« below the left
front pocket, a pair of green cotton briefs, a pair of tan socks, a black plastic wristwatch
found on the left hand, with a golden wedding ring on a right hand finger, with a
number of flowers engraved on the ring, on the right hand wrist a golden bracelet was
found - body BA-05-412T;
a brown corduroy jacket, brand name »MAB«, the remnants of a black coat, the
remnant of a plaid shirt, the remnants of a sweatshirt with a hood – body BA-05-417T;
checking card of the Bank of Belgrade to the name of Jusuf Kelmendi, checking
account number: 48300-623-0-37-8171-130-31-00652-4, identity card number 100546,
Peć. A brown coat with tiny squares, a sweatshirt with tiny violet and tan squares, the
collar with three buttons, a short-sleeved cotton T-shirt, a dark cloth skirt with an elastic
waistband, a black sock - body BA-05-418T;
a wallet with documents, an identity card and a passport, found on the transparent
plastic under the body. The documents are to the name of Selim (Zenun) Aliqaj, date
of birth August 15, 1912, Rznić / Irzniq, Dečani, citizens unique identification number
1508912934974. The passport to the same name, Alićkaj Selim – Rznić, Dečani, date
of birth August 15, 1912, issued on November 21, 1997 – valid until November 21,
2007, passport number 000278393. A men's brown coat, with tiny squares, a men's
black coat, a pair of hand-made woolen socks with laces, a hand-made woolen vest with
a V neck, a knee-long heavy-cloth jacket, with the collar lined with artificial brown fur,
a pair of trousers with small grey folds, a sweater with three grey buttons on the collar,
a pair of trousers with black folds, a pair of ankle-high boots, fastened with an inside
zipper, brand name »ORIGINAL SPOILER«, a pair of woolen long johns, a white shirt
with vertical red stripes and a label on the collar reading »CLASSIC«, a pair of dark
blue socks, two green flashlights, a pocket knife and a blue ball-point pen - body BA05-427T;
a pair of trousers with grey folds, with a label on the inside of the waist reading
»TOURING«, the bottom of a yellow tracksuit, below the right-hand pocket there is an
inscription »CHAMPION«, a heavy flannel shirt, light background with vertical and
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horizontal grey stripes, on the inside of the shirt, below the collar, there is an inscription
»HEAVY – 20-10-34«, a dark blue sweater with green rhomboids, with a V neck, a
sweatshirt with tan and blue horizontal stripes, with an inscription on the inside of the
collar reading »BROADWAY«, a pair of hand-made woolen socks with laces, a pair of
tan socks, an ankle-high left leather boot - deformed, a metal insert was found, with the
engraved inscription: DIN 32768 – 305459 ESJOI - body BA-05-423T;
the upper and the bottom parts of a dark blue tracksuit, with three white stripes along
the sleeves and the legs, with yellow appliqués in the shoulder area in the shape of
stripes, and an inscription »EURO SPORT« at the back, around the inscription, grey
five-pointed stars are embroidered, a grey sweatshirt with a V neck, a pair of white
cotton long johns, a hand-made woolen vest, a pair of black swimming trunks with
slanted vertical stripes in red and green and an inscription »SPORT« - body BA-05405T;
the remnants of a green sweater, the remnants of a bordeaux jacket, the remnants of a
light-colored shirt with red stripes, the remnants of a dark blue T-shirt, the remnants of
a pair of briefs – body BA-05-426T;
an identity card, a passport, a military identity card, a birth certificate and a mariage
certificate. The identity card is issued to the name of Qun (Avdyl) Morina, date of
birth May 1, 1969, place of birth: the village of Ljubenić, Peć, place of residence:
Ljubenić, Peć, citizens unique identification number 0105969930001, identity card
number 17670. The passport – Qun Morina, citizens unique identification number
0105969930001, passport number 000313380. Two documents were found in the
passport – a birth certificate - with the following legible data: the name of the child (the
first letter could not be read): ?eliza Morina, mother's name: Gjyle (Muqaj) Morina,
born on March 22, 1973, in the village of V. Jablanica, Peć – the remaining data could
not be read. The marriage certificate – the name of the bride Gjyle Muqaj, father's
name Ahmet Muqaj, mother's name Gjeva Muqaj, the bridegroom's name Qun
Morina, mother's name Fatima Morina, father's name Avdyl Morina, date of wedding
May/1994, the certificate issued on January 25, 1999, in Raučić. The military identity
card issued to the name of Qun Morina, card number 066164. A dark brown leather
jacket, a pair of trousers wwith dark grey folds and a brown leather belt around the
waist, a dark grey sweater with a tan breast appliqué and irregular patterns, on the inside
of the collar there is a multi-colored label reading »ENRIKE LEONI«, a white cotton
undershirt, a tan shirt with vertical blue lines, a pair of hand-made woolen socks with
laces, a pair of white cotton long johns, a pair of black rubber boots with a thick green
stripe along the back. Two photographs were found in the passport. The first
photograph presents the contours of a young male person. Nothing can be seen on the
second photograph. In the wallet there were two 20 dinar notes and two 10 dinar notes body BA-05-428T;
a heavy olive and green synthetic jacket, a woolen hand-made vest, a shirt with grey
and tan vertical stripes, a pair of denim jeans, a sweater with a V neck and grey and
violet horizontal and vertical stripes, on the inside of the collar there is a label reading
»EKINCI TRIKO«, a long-sleeved cotton shirt, a white cotton singlet, a pair of white
cotton briefs, the bottom part of a grey tracksuit with a latex waist, a right tennis shoe,
white leather and flat yellow sole, brand name »REEBOK« - body BA-05-416T;
a men's bordeaux coat, a heavy black synthetic jacket, a pair of heavy red corduroy
trousers, a pair of grey cotton long johns, a plaid shirt, blue squares, a pair of white
briefs with blue vertical stripes, a wristwatch was found on the left-hand wrist, the
watch is made of metal, with gilded hands, brand name »CITIZEN« - body BA-05437T;
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a pair of trousers with grey folds with a brown leather belt around the waist, a brown
sweater with irregular tan and grey breast patterns, a plaid shirt with dark grey and tan
squares, a white cotton singlet, a pair of white cotton long johns, a pair of woolen socks,
a pair of grey leather shoes with flat soles - body BA-05-440T;
the remnants of a T-shirt, the remnants of a green plaid shirt, the remnant of a jacket body BA-05-443T;
a grey sweatshirt with a zip-fastener in the collar, a pair of dark blue swimming trunks
with vertical bordeaux stripes on the sides, a light-colored short-sleeved cotton T-shirt,
a pair of brown socks - body BA-05-442T;
the bottom and upper parts of a synthetic bordeaux tracksuit with the shoulder appliqués
in the shape of white and blue stripes, the remnants of grey long johns, a machine-made
sweater with braids at the front, a white cotton singlet, a tan cotton terry cloth
sweatshirt, with a sown-on square pocket on the left side, a pair of white cotton briefs
brand name »VALENTINO« - body BA-05-444T;
the bottom part of a synthetic tracksuit, combination of a green and bordeaux colors, a
white cotton undershirt, a sweatshirt with the zip-fastener collar, with a label at the front
left side reading »ADIDAS«, a pair of tan denim jeans with a label "TORIN JEANS
MADE IN ITALY", a pair of white cotton briefs with a thick black latex around the
waist, a synthetic tan body warmer, a heavy black synthetic jacket with tan artificial fur
lining, a right shoe, "brodarica" type, black leather and thick ribbed sole, brand name
»DISCOVERY«, size 42, a pack of »MONTE CARLO« cigarettes - body BA-05-449T;
a pair of tan denim jeans with a black leather belt with studs around the waist, a pair of
blue swimming trunks with green spots, a light tan sweatshirt with a zip-fastened collar,
a pair of terry clot pajamas, a grey sock with horizontal stripes - body BA-05-173T;
a pension cheque found in a black plastic case which was discovered in the plastic sheet
wrapped-up around the body. The cheque issued to the name of Aziz Shala, Ul
Ozrenska 20, Peć – advance payment for the month of December, 1998. The amount of
the pension to be paid 613.80 dinars. The body was wrapped in a brown blanket, a
white long-sleeved cotton undershirt, a pair of light tan denim jeans, a pair of anklehigh lace-up leather boots with yellow and brown laces and thick ribbed soles, a
photograph with an image which could not be recognized - body BA-05-441T;
a heavy jacket made of dark grey leather and cloth with reddish folk motifs, a pair of
black denim jeans, a black cotton turtleneck, a grey short-sleeved T-shirt, a woolen
hand-made pullover, the bottom and the upper parts of a blue synthetic tracksuit, a pair
of black briefs - body BA-05-446T;
the body was wrapped up in a plastic sheet and a brown blanket, a black leather jacket,
a brown sweater with three button fastening, a long-sleeved shirt with vertical blue and
tan stripes, a pair of white cotton long johns, a pair of synthetic shorts, the color of a
Scottish tartan, mesh lining, a pair of dark grey trousers with folds, a pair of blue socks
– with the body two mismatched shoes were delivered, left and right, both shoes are
made of leather, one is a lace-up and the other one has a zip-fastener - body BA-05451T;
a grey men's coat, a dark-grey men's coat, the remnants of a pair of grey trousers with a
black belt around the waist, the remnants of a woolen vest, the remnants of a dark
bordeaux sweater, the remnants of a white shirt, the remnant of a pullover - body BA05-453T;
the body was taken out of the remnants of a wooden coffin found in the pit and entered
as body BA-05-391P. At the time of removal from the coffin, the head of the body was
covered with three little white towels and the whole body was wrapped up in a large
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white sheet. The cotton band used to tie the lower jaw of the deceased was found. The
body was nude - body BA-05-455T;
the body was dressed and wrapped up in a plastic sheet and two brown blankets. Also
found were a pair of blue corduroy jeans, a light brown sweatshirt with the three buttons
collar fastening, a right brown leather shoe, a white long-sleeved cotton undershirt, a
pair of black machine-made long johns - body BA-05-457T;
the body was dressed and wrapped up in a plastic sheet and a brown blanket. Also
found were the remnants of a pair of trousers, the remnants of shirt, a pair of white
cotton long johns, a white short-sleeved cotton T-shirt. From the pelvic area there sticks
our a rubber catheter forking at the free end - body BA-05-458T;
a pair of black machine-made woolen long johns, a heavy cloth brown coat, a white
cotton singlet, a flannel shirt with tiny reddish and tan squares, with a label on the
inside of the collar reading »LAVINGLIA UOMO«, a pair of tan denim jeans, a
sweatshirt with light blue squares, with a label on the inside of the collar reading
»DOUBLE XXL«, a pair of white cotton briefs, a right tennis shoe, a combination of
white, black and dark blue leather, thick ribbed sole, brand name »NIKE« - body BA05-460T;
a black »LEVIS« corduroy shirt, size XL, a white cotton singlet, a pair of black denim
jeans, brand name »LEVIS«, a pair of white cotton briefs - body BA-05-462T;
the body was dressed and wrapped up in a plastic sheet and a reddish fuzzy blanket.
Also found were a dark brown men's coat, with a label on the inside reading »ENTRE
VON F«, a cardigan with brown buttons, a heavy blue shirt, a pair of woolen socks with
laces, a black lace-up leather shoe, a pair of heavy cloth dark grey trousers - body BA05-452T;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet and a brown blanket. Also
found were the bottom and the upper parts of a dark blue tracksuit, with appliqués in the
breast and knee areas in the shape of light blue and red stripes, on the left breast there is
an appliqué in the shape of an inscription reading »ENERGY«, a pair of grey socks, a
dark tan short-sleeved T-shirt, a white cotton singlet, a heavy jacket, a combination of
bordeaux and dark blue colors, in the area of the left breast there is an inscription
reading »THE ONLY WAY – THE BEST WAY«, on the left hand a wristwatch with a
plastic watchstrap was found, with the white dial and gilded hand - body BA-05-461T;
a heavy grey jacket, a green sweater with dark green squares in at the front, a metal
wristwatch was found on the left hand, with the white dial and blue hands, brand name
»ECKERT GMBH« - body BA-05-464T;
the upper part of a dark blue tracksuit with red and blue stripe across the breast, in the
left breast area there is an inscription reading »PUMA«, a grey sweatshirt with a metal
zip-fastener in the collar, a white cotton undershirt - body BA-05-465T;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet and a reddish blanket. Also
found were a heavy tan jacket, a pair of »VERSACE« denim jeans, a right tennis shoe,
a combination of dark blue and yellow cloth uppers and a thick blue ribbed sole, a dark
grey sweatshirt - body BA-05-466T;
a blue sweatshirt with violet appliqués, a pair of brown socks, a pair of black cloth
trousers with a label reading "Request", size 52, a pair of black shoes, a wristwatch on
the left hand with a leather strap, brand name "Q and Q", with an inscription "Water
Resist" - body BA-05-469T;
an identity card in a wallet to the name of Afrim (Salih) Buqeviq, date of birth May 31,
1976, place of residence Patrisa Lumumbe street, Peć, the street number is impossible
to read, citizens unique identification number 3105976934943, identity card number
1272103, issued on January 16, 1996. A shoe brand name "Gat", a multi-colored vest, a
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long-sleeved T-shirt, a pair of dark blue long johns, a white singlet, a pair of briefs, a
jacket made of artificial black leather, a wristwatch with a metal strap, brand name
"Philip Persio", a condom brand name "Million" - body BA-05-468T;
a blue and white "Addidas" jacket, a pair of torn blue denim jeans with a black belt, a
pair of "Nike" tennis shoes - body BA-05-471T;
a brown jacket, a pair of socks, a pair of white long johns, a pair of black boots, size 40,
a pack of "LM" cigarettes, a "Q and Q" watch with an inscription "Water Resist" and a
metal watchstrap, time arrested at 8:54, date arrested at 31 - the month illegible - body
BA-05-473T;
a pair of socks, a black ballet-like shoes, a pair of long johns, a charm - a pouch
containing small sachets with folded paper bearing an inscription by a Muslim religious
leader - body BA-05-467T;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet and a brown blanket. Also
found were a heavy tan synthetic jacket, a »SHETLAND« cardigan with three green
buttons , a plaid shirt, large blue and white squares, a white cotton long-sleeved
undershirt, a pair of black cloth trousers with a leather belt round the waist, a pair of
woolen long johns, a pair of white cotton long johns. A plastic flashlight was found in a
trouser pocket – at the time of undressing the body a belt with a truss was found, the
type used by persons suffering from hernia - body BA-05-474T
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet. Also found were a a light tan
short-sleeved T-shirt, the bottom part of blue synthetic tracksuit, with a inscription
»SASA« on the left thigh, a pair of light tan long johns, a pair of tan denim jeans, a
right lace-up leather shoe, a pair of light tan swimming trunks with red and white stripes
along the sides, two pairs of grey socks - body BA-05-476T;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet. Also found were a pair of white
cotton long johns, a pair of white cotton briefs, a pair of grey socks, a white cotton
singlet, a white cotton undershirt, a grey sweatshirt with button-up collar, the bottom
and the upper parts of dark blue tracksuit with blue and white stripes in the area of the
knees and breast, brand name »NIKE«, a light tan synthetic jacket with an inscription
»WEST COAST JACKET« on the inside, a right leather shoe with an inscription on the
outer side reading »RODRIGO« - body BA-05-478T;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet and a brown blanket. Also
found were a pair of grey cotton long johns completely torn in the areas of the knees
and calves, the bottom part of a grey cotton tracksuit completely torn in the areas of the
knees and calves, a grey sweatshirt, a grey sweatshirt with the metal zip-fastener for the
collar - body BA-05-477T;
the body was wrapped-up in a plastic sheet and a brown blanket - body BA-05-479T;
in a plastic sheet and a brown blanket only a part of the spinal column was found with
the left side of the pelvis and several other bones - body BA-05-463T;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet. Also found were a tan
sweatshirt with an inscription on the left side of the breast reading »CHRISTIAN
DIOR«, a white long-sleeved cotton undershirt, a pair of »LEVIS 501« denim jeans, a
pair of white cotton briefs, a pair of white cotton long johns, a pair of brown socks body BA-05-481T;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet. Also found were a pair of black
denim jeans with the lettering »STAFF JEANS« on the inside, a sweater, a discrete
corded weave and a round neck, a white, long-sleeved cotton undershirt, a pair of white
cotton long johns, a pair black leather shoes with thin soles, size 42, a pair of socks with
black and bordeaux rhombuses - body BA-05-480T;
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the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a reddish blanket. Also found was a loosely
knit dark bordeaux sweater. With the body, an »Endo tracheal tube« was found, a thin
rubber hose inserted into the windpipe of a patient in order to make it possible for the
patient to breathe during an operation or when the patient is comatose - body BA-05433T;
the remnants of a pair of brown denim jeans, the remnants of white cotton long johns, a
pair of white cotton briefs, a pair of socks – a pair of grey knee-high socks, a right
brown leather ankle-high boot with a zip-fastener on the inside - body BA-05-483T;
a grey machine-made sweater, a pair of woolen long johns, a pair of woolen socks with
folk motifs, the remnants of heavy grey corduroy jeans, a light-colored shirt with little
blue squares - body BA-05-484T;
the body was wrapped-up in a plastic sheet and a brown blanket - body BA-05-486T;
the body was wrapped in a plastic sheet, a black plastic wristwatch, white dial, the
brand name was impossible to read - body BA-05-487T;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet. Also found were a pair of grey
trousers, a pair of white cotton corduroy long johns, a plaid flannel shirt, orange and
blue squares, a tan turtleneck, a dark brown cloth vest - body BA-05-492T;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet and a reddish blanket. Also
found were dark grey denim jeans, brand name »PIONEER«, a violet sweatshirt with a
breast appliqué in the shape of a horizontal red stripe with stylized leaf drawings and an
inscription »TRADITIONAL« in the left breast area, a light-colored shirt with thin
vertical stripes, a white cotton singlet, a woolen hand-made sock, a right rubber boot
with thick tan sole, size 44, the bottom part of violet cotton tracksuit - body BA-05488T;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet. Also found were a grey
corduroy shirt with a cloth appliqué in the shoulder area showing stylized folk motifs
and a label reading »RESCUE« on the inside of the collar, a black denim vest, metal
buttons, a label reading »PLAYERS«, a white long-sleeved cotton undershirt, a handmade pullover, a pair of white corduroy long johns, a pair of denim jeans, a pair of
white cotton briefs - body BA-05-489T;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet. Also found were the bottom
part of a blue tracksuit, brand name »PUMA«, a pair of grey cotton long johns, a dark
grey sweater, with a red horizontal stripe across the breast, a pair of bordeaux socks
with black and green rhombuses, a white cotton singlet, a pair of black swimming
trunks - body BA-05-491T;
an identity card, a passport, a driver's license found in a wallet in a pocket of a jacket,
all documents issued to the name of Ramo (Ali) Avdullahaj, date of birth January 15,
1964, in the village of Ljubenić, Peć, address the village of Ljubenić, Peć, citizens
unique identification number 1501964950050, identity card number 139746, issued on
December 7, 1993. The passport - personal data identical with those in the identity card,
passport number 000449079, issued on January 26, 1996, valid until January 26, 2006.
Personal data in the driver's license were identical with those from the identity card and
passport, driver's license number 22725. The body was wrapped-up in a plastic sheet body BA-05-493T;
plastic sheet - body BA-05-494T;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet. Also found were a pair of
woolen machine made long johns, a pair of grey cloth trousers, a pair of tan corduroy
trousers, a pair of white cotton long johns, a grey cardigan with five grey buttons, a
hand-made pullover, a plaid shirt, green and tan squares, a pair of hand-made woolen
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socks, a pair of dark grey socks, a left boot with artificial fur lining and a zip-fastener
on the inside - body BA-05-495T;
an identity card in a trouser pocket to the name of Blerim (Daut) Shala, date of birth
October 11, 1973, in the village of LjoĎa, Peć, address Ul. Uroševačka No. 1, Peć,
citizens unique identification number 1110973.......?, identity card number 127163,
issued by the Secretariat of Internal Affairs in Peć. The pages of the identity card, both
from the inside and the outside, have been pasted with sellotape. The body was dressed
and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet and a reddish blanket. Also found were a pair of black
cloth trousers with a black leather belt around the waist, a left leather shoe, of the type
»brodarice«, a green synthetic body warmer, a white cotton singlet, a metal wristwatch,
brand name »SEIKO«, was found on the left hand, the watch was arrested on the day Monday, and the date - 29 - body BA-05-497T;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet. Also found were a black cloth
trousers, a white long-sleeved cotton undershirt, a pair of white cotton long johns, a
grey cotton shirt, a pair of swimming trunks, black at the back and with multi-colored
patterns at the front, a grey machine-made pullover, a hand-made woolen pullover, a
pair of black rubber boots with a green stripe at the back, ribbed soles, stuck in the soft
tissue in the area of the right thigh bone was a golden wedding ring, a black plastic
cigarette holder was found in a wardrobe pocket - body BA-05-499T;
most of the bones of the lower extremities were found wrapped-up in a plastic sheet and
a reddish blanket, also a hand-made woolen sock, with irregular blue designs, a left
ankle-high brown boot with a zip-fastener up front. The bones of a left foot were found
in a hand-made, irregularly patterned blue woolen sock in the boot - body BA-05500T/BA-05-505DT;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet and a brown blanket. Also
found were a dark dress with irregular blackish patterns, a pair of white cotton long
johns, a pair of heavy black socks - body BA-05-501T;
the body was dressed and wrapped up in a plastic sheet. Also found were a pair of
heavy, grey corduroy cloth trousers, a dark brown cloth vest, a white shirt with blue
vertical stripes, the bottom part of a bordeaux cotton tracksuit, a white cotton singlet, a
pair of swimming trunks with multi-colored patterns where red dominates, a pair of tan
socks - body BA-05-502T;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet and a reddish blanket. Also
found were a white cloth dress, with lace trimmings at the neck and collar, a bordeaux
skirt with reddish vertical stripes, a white cotton petticoat, a grey sweater, a part of a
white folk costume made of heavy cloth and worn around the waist, a pair of white
cotton long johns, a white cotton undershirt - body BA-05-506T;
an identity card delivered in a separate PVC sleeve to the name of Haxhi (Glemaj)
Idrizi, date of birth October 10, 1918, in Rakoc, Đakovica, address Ul. Ivo Lola Ribar
No... (the number was impossible to read), Peć, citizens unique identification number
1010918934951, identity card number 138999. The body was dressed and wrapped-up
in a plastic sheet. Also found were a pair of trousers with grey folds, a blue machinemade sweater with irregular greenish patterns, a tan cardigan, a white cotton undershirt,
a grey suede ankle high boot, size 43 with a rubber sole, 2 x 100 DM banknotes, 1 x 50
DM banknote - body BA-05-504T;
a dark grey coat, a white short-sleeved cotton T-shirt, a pair of dark brown trousers with
folds, a pair of woolen long johns - body BA-05-503T;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet and brown blanket. Also found
were the bottom part of a green synthetic tracksuit, a pair of brown cloth trousers with a
brown leather belt around the waist, a pair of blue cotton long johns, a pair of light-
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colored socks, a right »ADIDAS« track shoe with a combination dark and light cloth
uppers and a ribbed sole, a grey sweater with a button fastening, a long-sleeved cotton
undershirt - body BA-05-507T;
a pair of tan trousers with folds, a pair of brown machine-made long johns, a dark grey
coat with light-colored lining and a label reading »PKZ EXLUSIVE«, a white longsleeved undershirt, a white cotton shirt - body BA-05-508T;
the body wrapped-up in a plastic sheet, the remnants of a singlet, the remnant of a
sweatshirt with button-up collar, the remnants of a pair of long johns, the remnants of a
pair of trousers – body BA-05-509T;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet and a brown blanket. Also
found were the upper part of a blue tracksuit with yellow and white stripes on the
sleeves, with an inscription on the left breast reading »FC FENERBACHE« »ADIDAS«, the bottom part of a blue tracksuit with white and yellow appliqués, brand
name »ADIDAS«, a pair of black denim jeans with a black leather belt around the
waist, a white cotton undershirt, a white cotton singlet, a pair of white cotton long
johns, a tan sweatshirt with a zip-fastener in the collar, a golden ring was found on the
left hand finger. The second golden ring was found at the time of opening the body bag,
stuck with the body - body BA-05-510T;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet. Also found were a brassiere, a
black nightshirt with thin shoulder straps, a cotton sheet with lace around the edges, the
remnants of a pair of nylon stockings, a black dress, a white cotton undershirt - body
BA-05-511T;
a pair of grey heavy cloth trousers, a pair of white rough cloth long johns, the remnants
of a woolen sock with laces - body BA-05-512T;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet. Also found were a plaid shirt,
light blue and tan squares, a hand-made woolen pullover, a dark brown sweater with a
round neck, a dark brown machine-made sweater with a round neck, a white longsleeved cotton undershirt, a green cloth coat - body BA-05-513T;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet. Also found were a pair of black
denim jeans with a black belt with studs around the waist, a heavy green synthetic
jacket, the upper part of a black tracksuit with yellow and white stripes, brand name
»ADIDAS«, a white cotton singlet, a black synthetic body warmer, a tan sweatshirt
with three button fastening and a large appliqué on the breast in the shape of an
inscription reading »ACTIVE LIFE – HIS«, a tan narrow corduroy shirt with a label
reading »LE TIGRE«, a pair of white cotton long johns, a hand-made woolen sock, a
black machine-made woolen headdress with an inscription »REEBOK« at the front, a
right track shoe, combination of black and white leather, with a ribbed sole, brand name
»ADIDAS«, a golden chain was found around the neck with a pendant in the shape of
the letter M, a black plastic digital wristwatch was found on the left hand, brand name
»SHYE« - body BA-05-514T;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet and a reddish blanket. Also
found were a pair of tan heavy cloth trousers, a pair of tan terry cloth long johns, a
heavy brown leather jacket lined with artificial fur, a brown leather vest, a pair of handmade woolen socks, a blue flannel shirt, a left brown lace-up leather shoe - body BA05-515T;
the body was dressed and wrapped-up in a plastic sheet and a reddish blanket. Also
found were a white rosary, while in a separate PVC bag a metal wristwatch was
delivered, brand name illegible - body BA-05-516T;
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5. Batajnica 07 [BA07]
5.1 Exhumation and forensic examination of the bodies: November 4 - December
13, 2002.
5.2 Forensic team of the Institute for Forensic Medicine in Belgrade:
Profesor Dr. Branimir Aleksandrić, Professor Dr. Slobodan Savić, Dr. Dragan
Ječmenica, Dr. ĐorĎe Alempijević, Dr. Snežana Pavlekić, Professor Dr. Marija Đurić,
Dr. Danijela Đonić aand Petar Ilinčić, criminology technician.
5.3 The team of the International Commission on Missing Persons (ICMP):
Džon Sterenberg (Jon Sterenberg), archaeologist, Hju Taler (Hugh Taller), forensic
anthropologist, En Skofild (Ann Scofield) anthropologist and forensic archaeologist and
Vladimir Gaćeša, observer on behalf of ICMP.
5.4 Observer:
Marko Minić, the Humanitarian Law Center.
5.5 Terrain:
The grave is located within the parameters of the police sports and recreation center,
300 meters from the Danube and about a kilometer south of the Belgrade - Batajnica
road. The place where the grave is located is behind the shooting range of the sports
center, 2 meters to the left in the northern direction, relative to Batajnica 05. The total
area is 10 x 3 meters. The bodies, together with the articles of clothing and items found
in the grave are stored in the tunnel in the immediate vicinity of the police sports and
recreation center «13 Maj».
5.6 Unassigned identification parameters:
two broken lower jawbones;
5.7 Unassigned articles of clothing:
a piece of string with a T-shirt and a pair of socks tied around one end.

5.8 Unassigned items:
an aluminum rod; a truck tire; a wooden plank; 6 metal rods; a plastic bag with parts of
the clothing; metal aircraft door and parts of an aircraft 15; large polystyrene tiles; a glass
eye;
a cigarette holder; a truck canvas with an inscription TRANSJUG – RIJEKA - OOUR
BEOGRAD; a traffic sign indicating turning usually used on a truck; a wall of a
refrigerator truck; a golden ring; 5 wristwatches with illegible markings and a
wristwatch with legible markings: brand name “SEIKO”, date 29, hands arrested at
06:06 hours, the second hand arrested at number 19, serial number: 073190;the rubber
shock-absorber of truck's cabin; a wooden rod; beads; a golden ring; two mismatched
gloves; a metal box-like profile; a thin tin plate; a part of a red plastic (a part of an
automobile stop light); a broad silver ring; a plant root; a wallet; an empty body bag; a
metal watchstrap;a metal rod of a truck; a plastic foil with documents; an ornamental
15

The observer of the Humanitarian Law Center received information from a member the special
operations unit that the mock-up of the aircraft on the shooting range was used for ballistic experiments.
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glass figurine of a deer;two dried-up plants; a cell phone card (SIM card), MOBTEL; a
cell phone card (SIM card), on the back of the card the following number was engraved:
38101981161427- MOBTEL.
5.9 Identification parameters, articles of clothing and items found on the parts of
the bodies:
a left foot in a boot – part of the body BA-07-085DT.
5.10 Identification parameters, articles of clothing and items found on the bodies: 16
a pair of dark grey heavy cloth trousers with a dark-colored cloth belt around the waist,
the belt is stitched through with a green thread, a light pink shirt with discrete and dark
vertical stripes, a brown sweater with bluish patterns in the lowest third of the breast
part and the sleeves, a pair of white cotton men's briefs, a dark grey synthetic jacket
with light tan appliqués in the upper third of the breast – body BA-07-008T;
a black cloth jacket with black synthetic lining and a metal zip-fastener, a pair of tan
corduroy jeans with a brown leather belt around the waist, a heavy flannel plaid shirt
with black and blue squares, a white cotton singlet – body BA-07-011T;
a dark grey pepita trousers, a light tan or grey sweatshirt, a brown sweater with a round
neck, a pair of dark blue socks – body BA-07- 014T;
a heavy artificial leather jacket, a tan sweatshirt with 5 breast appliqués in the shape of
different coats of arms combined with black vertical stripes, a light-weight light blue
sweater with a round neck, the remnants of a torn pair of denim jeans, a pair of brown
ankle-high boots with thick soles and an inscription “MENS SPORT” on the soles, a
pair of blue socks – body BA-07-017T;
a heavy blue flannel shirt with black and grey horizontal stripes, a pair of heavy tan
corduroy jeans, the bottom part of a blue tracksuit, with an inscription “REEBOK” on
the left thigh, a pair of blue men's boxer shorts with multi-colored appliqués in the
shape of leaves, a left punched black leather shoe, a black leather belt, a pair of brown
socks – body BA-07-018T;
a heavy grey cloth jacket, a tan sweatshirt, a pair of tan corduroy jeans, the remnants of
the bottom part of a dark blue tracksuit with three light blue stripes along the legs –
body BA-07- 019T;
a grey short-sleeved T-shirt with an inscription “USE RECICLED AND BI
DEGRADABLE MATERIJALS CLASSIC” in the lowest third of the breast part, above
the ruffle, a grey sweatshirt with a hood and an inscription in the left breast reading
“LEVIS”, a pair of hand-made grey woolen socks with mélange light blue stripes, the
bottom part of a dark blue tracksuit with three stripes along the legs, brand name
“ADIDAS”, a pair of light blue denim jeans, brand name “LEVIS 501”, size 34-32, a
pair of ankle-high hiking boots, a pair of dark blue swimming trunks, brand name
“SPEEDO” - body BA-07-020T;
a heavy brown cloth jacket, a coat and a pair of black cloth trousers, a cardigan with
irregular brown and bordeaux patterns, a shirt with vertical narrow red and white
stripes, a white long-sleeved cotton undershirt, the bottom part of a blue cotton tracksuit
– body BA-07-021T;
a pair of brown cloth trousers, a white long-sleeved cotton shirt, a hand-made sweater, a
pair of black swimming trunks, a grey sock, a blue coat with tan lining – body BA-07023T;
16

All identification parameters, articles of clothing an items have been marked with the number of the
body they were found on.
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the remnants of a pair of tan denim jeans, the remnants of a tan sweatshirt with a breast
inscription “LEVI STRAUSS”, the remnants of a blue sweatshirt, the remnants of a
blue singlet – body BA-07-022T;
a grey sweatshirt with a metal zip-fastener and light grey vertical stripes, a pair of grey
cotton long johns, a white cotton singlet – body BA-07-024T;
a pair of grey cloth trousers, the bottom part of a dark blue tracksuit with three vertical
stripes, brand name “ADIDAS”, a black denim shirt, brand name “LEVIS”, a grey
sweatshirt with a breast appliqué in the shape of a butterfly and an inscription
“WONDERLAND TRIANGLE”, a red cotton singlet, a pair of grey men's boxer shorts
with a black stripe on the left leg, a grey sock – body BA-07-026T;
a tan cloth shirt with a label reading “DORODO” on the inside of the collar, a handmade sweater, dark blue upper front part and tan lower front part of the sweater, with an
inscription over the tan part reading "DEOMOKRACIA", a light, light tan sweater with
mock turtleneck, the bottom part of a green cotton tracksuit, a pair of tan socks – body
BA-07-028T;
a pair of dark grey denim jeans, a heavy yellowish and tan jacket with a metal zipfastener and several orange-colored buttons, the upper and bottom parts of a pair of grey
pajamas with irregular greenish patterns, a metal shoehorn found in the right jacket
pocket – body BA-07-032T;
a pair of denim jeans with a black leather belt around the waist, a black machine-made
sweater with irregular green and blue patterns, hand-mended with brown wool thread in
three places at the front, the bottom part of a blue tracksuit, a plaid heavy flannel shirt,
large red and green squares, a pair of violet swimming trunks with broad white stripes
across the hips, a grey sock, a plastic wristwatch found with the body, with a white dial
and black hands, brand name “SHARP” – body BA-07-034T;
a bordeaux cotton skirt with a white latex waist, the remnants of a white kerchief – body
BA-07-035T;
a tan fine cord shirt with tiny blackish appliqué-like squares, a tan sweatshirt, a tan
heavy cotton shirt, a pair of white cotton long johns, a heavy jacket with violet and tan
appliqués, a pair of denim jeans with a black leather belt around the waist - body BA07-036T;
a machine-made sweater with irregular blue, tan and black patterns, a black heavy
cotton shirt, the bottom part of a synthetic turquoise tracksuit - body BA-07-040T;
a light green sweater with light green braids at the front, a pair of long johns, a part of a
shirt – body BA-07-037T;
a black dress, a white cotton undershirt, the remnants of a hand-made woolen pullover,
a black brassiere, a pair of white cotton long johns, a golden earring found with the
bones of the head - body BA-07-045T;
a black cardigan with tan patterns, a tan sweater with violet flowers, a pair of black
machine-made woolen underpants, a white cotton undershirt, the remnants of a handmade woolen pullover, in a separate PVC bag a golden earring has been delivered. A
black plastic digital wristwatch found with the body – body BA-07-048T;
a black synthetic body warmer, a black double-breasted men's coat, a tan cardigan, a
light-colored cardigan, a light violet-colored shirt, size 43/44, with dark vertical stripes,
a white sports sock with the size number (13) at the ruffle – body BA-07-049T;
a light brown men's coat, a pair of tan trousers with a brown leather belt around the
waist, a light blue shirt with tiny grey squares, a white cotton undershirt, a pair of grey
cotton long johns, a hand-made pullover, a machine-made bordeaux sweater, a grey
sock – body BA-07-052T;
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the bottom part of a dark blue cotton tracksuit, the remnants of a plaid shirt, blue and
red squares, a dark blue hand-made sweater, a pair of brown corduroy trousers with a
brown leather belt around the waist, a grey-tan sock, in a separate PVC bag a metal
wristwatch was delivered, brand name “ZENIT” - the watch was found with the body
BA-07-053T;
a pair of grey cloth rousers with a brown leather belt around the waist, the bottom part
of a black tracksuit with a white stripe along the legs, a pair of brown light cloth shorts,
a long-sleeved shirt with large blue and green squares, a brown hand-made cardigan –
body BA-07-058T;
the remnants of a jacket made of black artificial leather, the bottom part of a blue
tracksuit with three white stripes along the legs, brand name “ADIDAS”, a pair of men's
white cotton briefs, a white sports sock with a blue and red stripe at the ruffle, a white
cotton singlet – body BA-07-059T;
a pair of denim jeans with a black leather belt around the waist, a pair of grey cotton
long johns, a grey sock, a white cotton T-shirt - body BA-07-062T;
a green hand-made pullover, a hand-made cardigan, a plaid shirt with tiny blue and ran
squares, a pair of grey cloth trousers, the remnants of a woolen pullover, a woolen
corset for the protection of the kidneys, a pair of white cotton long johns - body BA-07065T;
a pair of grey cloth trousers, a hand-made pullover, a pair of white cotton long johns, a
white cotton singlet, a white cotton shirt, a pair of white cotton boxer shorts - body BA07-069T;
a pair of grey and bluish cloth trousers with a brown leather belt around the waist, a
brown sweater with bluish patterns on the breast, the bottom part of dark grey tracksuit,
the remnants of a white cotton shirt, a heavy ochre jacket with a label “NEW ART
JUMCO DESIGN” on the inside, below the collar, the jacket has a tan plaid lining body BA-07-070T;
a pair of brown heavy corduroy trousers, a pair of black woolen long johns, a white
cotton T-shirt, a pair of blue socks, a pair of white briefs with blue vertical stripes body BA-07-071T;
the bottom part of dark blue synthetic material with violet-colored lining and an
inscription on the left thigh reading “CHICAGO BULLS” and a sown-on emblem of the
team in the shape of a bull's head, a light, dark blue machine-made sweater, a sweater
with a round neck, a pair of grey socks, a pair of white cotton briefs, a white cotton
singlet, a pair of white cotton long johns - body BA-07-073T;
a pair of loose brown cloth pantaloons (folk costume "dimije") with black appliqués, a
sweater with grey and dark patterns, a white short-sleeved undershirt - body BA-07076T;
the upper and the bottom parts of a dark blue synthetic tracksuit with bordeaux and
white appliqués in the upper part and an “ADIDAS” emblem on the left thigh, three
vertical white stripes along the legs and sleeves, a tan sweatshirt with a metal zipfastener in the collar, a pair of white cotton long johns, the bottom part of tan tracksuit
with a label on the inside reading “ADIDAS”, a light tan turtleneck, a pair of grey kneehigh socks, a pair of dark socks, a pair of dark grey socks, a pair of white briefs with
darker vertical stripes - body BA-07-088T;
the upper part of dark blue tracksuit, brand name “NIKE”, a pair of black cloth trousers,
a black denim shirt, a grey plaid sweatshirt with a metal zip-fastener in the collar and an
inscription in the left breast part reading “FIGARO”, a light tan sweatshirt, brand name
“FILA”, a white cotton singlet, a white heavy terry cloth long johns, a pair of white
cotton briefs - body BA-07-090T;
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a light tan sweatshirt, with three buttons in the collar, with a breast appliqué in the
shape of three rugby players and an inscription on the bottom third of the front reading
“INTERESTING TASFEB YAMAZOH”, a white laced brassiere, a T-shirt with narrow
shoulder straps, the body was wrapped-up in a red fuzzy blanket - body BA-07-091T;
a passport of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, an identity card, a travel
pass for the employees of the Railway Transport Enterprise found among the parts of
the torn clothing. The passport was issued to the name of Rahim Barbatovci, date of
birth July 6, 1938, in the village of D. Dobrevo, Kosovo Polje, address Donje Dobrevo,
Kosovo Polje, citizens unique identification number 060793811012, passport number
560258. Identity card – personal data identical with the data given in the passport,
except for the name of a parent, Xheladin, identity card number16939. The travel pass
for a number of travels by Yugoslav Railway issued to the name of - Barbatovci,
employed with the Railway Transport Enterprise, Belgrade – work unit Kosovo Polje. a
black cloth trousers with a narrow leather belt around the waist, a light blue longsleeved shirt, a dark grey cardigan with light-colored mélange stripes, a dark grey
cotton long johns, a pair of black socks, a pair of white cotton briefs, a pair black
leather ankle-high lace-up boots with an inscription on the soles reading “EUROSTIL”,
a black plastic solar-powered calculator, two dark blue and white ball-point pens, 3
calling cards – the 1st calling card with the name of Vladimir Milenković, a vocal and
an accordion player – weddings and send-offs, the 2nd calling card with the name of a
company - KEUROKOHA REISEN Prishtine 38000 and the name of Qyteza Pejton –
telephone and fax: 038/24-459, the 3rd calling card with the name of a company EUROPALCHE REISE AGENTURE, and the name of Ruzhdi Darmishi – Hamburg body BA-07-098T;
a dark grey men's coat with discrete vertical light-colored stripes, a pair of dark grey
cloth trousers, a pair of grey cotton long johns, a plaid flannel shirt with with blue and
tan squares, a grey machine made cardigan, a blue long-sleeved cotton undershirt, a pair
of grey socks, a pair of grey cloth trousers with a brown leather belt around the waist body BA-07-093T;
a plaid shirt with large tan and blue squares, a pair of green cotton long johns, a heavy
grey corduroy trousers with a black leather belt around the waist, a blue long-sleeved
cotton T-shirt, a short brown sock with tan designs - body BA-07-097T;
a grey sweatshirt with yellow appliqués at the front, a white lace brassiere, a hand-made
woolen sock, a cotton sheet which was wrapped-up around the body - body BA-07099T;
a heavy tan jacket with artificial fur lining, a white cotton undershirt, a part of a pair of
white cotton long johns, a white cotton shirt, a grey cardigan, the remnants of a pair of
trousers - body BA-07-100T;
a heavy dark green jacket with violet lining, a pair of brown corduroy trousers, a pair of
white cotton long johns, a light-colored shirt with grey mélange patterns, a white longsleeved cotton T-shirt, a blue machine made cardigan, two pairs of grey socks - body
BA-07-103T/ BA-07-101DT;
a pair of grey cloth trousers with a black leather belt around the waist, a pair of grey
cotton long johns, a white cotton shirt with discrete black vertical stripes, a pair of white
cotton long johns, the bottom and upper parts of a dark blue synthetic tracksuit with
white and bordeaux appliqués on the upper part, brand name “ADIDAS” - body BA-07104T;
the remnants of a pair of trousers mad of grey ribbed material, the bottom part of a
green tracksuit with an inscription on the left thigh reading “REEBOK”, two pairs of
grey socks - body BA-07-106T;
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a dark blue synthetic body warmer, brand name “REEBOK”, a plaid shirt, large brown
squares, a grey heavy corded cloth coat, a pair of black cloth trousers with a brown
leather belt around the waist, a grey heavy cloth trousers, a pair of grey cotton long
johns, a white long-sleeved cotton undershirt, a dove blue sweater with black horizontal
stripes at the front, a ran sweater with bordeaux and black patterns - body BA-07-109T;
a grey sweater with a round neck, a green short-sleeved cotton T-shirt, a heavy green
jacket lined with tan artificial fur, on the inside of the collar there is a label reading
“SOOTTR”, a light grey sweatshirt with a green stripe around the ruffle, a pair of white
cotton long johns, a pair of white cotton briefs - body BA-07-111T;
a loose bordeaux pantaloons (folk costume "dimije") with irregular black patterns, a
pair of ladies cotton briefs, a light brown, hand-made mesh cardigan, a T-shirt with
narrow shoulder straps, a loose grey pantaloons (folk costume "dimije"), a pair of red
socks, two pairs of black socks, a ladies wristwatch was found on the left hand, the
watchstrap is made of thin metal ribs, brand name “AIVA”, the watch is gilded around
the edges - body BA-07-112T;
a bordeaux long-sleeved cotton shirt pulled over the head of the body, a pair of white
ladies briefs, a loose brown pantaloons (folk costume "dimije") with irregular black
patterns, a T-shirt with narrow shoulder straps, a hand-made pullover, a long-sleeved
undershirt, a golden earring found in the left earlobe, in the shape of a small ring with a
thin plate - body BA-07-116T;
the upper part of a pair of tan pajamas with black appliqués in the shape of rhombuses,
a tan sweatshirt with a green trimming around the neck and the cuff ruffles, a grey
sleeveless T-shirt with a broad blue slanted stripe across the breast, a bordeaux
sweatshirt, a pair of men's white cotton drawers, a green machine-made sweater, a pair
of woolen long johns, a pair of white cotton long johns, an dark grey apron with strings
to be tied behind the back - body BA-07-121T;
heavy black synthetic jacket, the bottom part of a light blue tracksuit with three broad
stripes along the legs, brand name “ADIDAS”, a pair of grey corduroy trousers with a
brown leather belt around the waist, a cardigan with blue and tan mélange patterns, a
heavy plaid flannel shirt with large black, bordeaux and green squares, a pair of white
cotton long johns, a white cotton singlet, a pair of white cotton briefs, a sweater with a
metal zip-fastener in the collar - body BA-07-122T;
a white cotton undershirt, a light machine-made green sweater, a pair of woolen long
johns, the bottom part of a grey tracksuit, a pair of white cotton long johns, a pair of
brown cloth trousers, a white shirt with discrete dark-colored vertical stripes - body BA07-115T;
a grey sweater, a pair of grey cotton long johns, a pair of white cotton briefs, a grey
sock, a pair of grey cloth trousers - body BA-07-124T;
a blue laborer's jacket, a grey sweater, a dark grey shirt with discrete light-colored
vertical stripes, a pair of grey corduroy trousers, a pair of white cotton briefs - body
BA-07-125T;
a pair of denim jeans, a pair of grey corded cotton long johns, a grey sweatshirt with
three button fastening in the collar, a heavy black synthetic jacket, a grey sweater with
blue and red vertical stripes - body BA-07-126T;
a heavy black synthetic jacket without the right sleeve, brand name “MONT”, the
bottom part of a dark blue tracksuit, brand name “ADIDAS”, a white cotton undershirt,
a pair of white cotton briefs, a grey sock, the remnants of a black denim trousers, a grey
turtleneck (sweatshirt), a grey and tan sweatshirt - body BA-07-129T;
a pair of black denim jeans, a grey sweatshirt, the bottom part of a grey tracksuit, a pair
of white cotton briefs, a white cotton singlet - body BA-07-130T;
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the bottom part of a dark blue tracksuit with bordeaux and white appliqués along the
legs and an inscription on the left thigh reading “BULLS”, a dark grey sock - body BA07-132T;
a sweater with a round neck, grey mélange surface, with numerous blue and red
patterns, a plaid shirt, large red and blue squares, a white cotton undershirt, a pair of
black corduroy jeans with a narrow belt around the waist, a pair of white and reddish
long johns - body BA-07-133T;
a pair of grey corduroy jeans, brand name “LEVIS”, a black synthetic body warmer, a
green sweatshirt with a round neck, a white shirt with black horizontal and vertical
stripes, a white short-sleeved cotton T-shirt, a pair of brown denim jeans, the bottom
part of a black cotton tracksuit - body BA-07-136T;
a pair of black denim jeans with a brown belt around the waist, a white cotton singlet, a
pair of brown socks, a pair of white cotton briefs, the upper and bottom parts of a blue
and dark tracksuit with a white stripe along the legs and the sleeves, inside the stripe
there is an inscription reading “X-PRES-STEP UP YOUR IMAGE-UNLIMITED, a
pair of white cotton long johns - body BA-07-137T;
a black leather jacket with a metal zip-fastener, a heavy green cotton sweatshirt, a white
T-shirt with an inscription on the left breast reading “BA-IC – CLUB”, a pair of blue
denim jeans with a black leather belt around the waist, a pair of white cotton long johns,
a pair of white cotton briefs, an orange-colored woolen sock with sown-on laces, a pair
of black socks - body BA-07-139T;
a heavy green synthetic jacket with tan appliqués in the area of the shoulders, the upper
part of a green tracksuit, brand name “ADIDAS”, a white cotton singlet, a brown
sweater with bordeaux and blue stripes on the sleeves, a light-weight grey machinemade sweater, a pair of grey corded denim jeans with a brown leather belt around the
waist, a pair of woolen long johns, a grey cardigan, a pair of white cotton briefs, a pair
of white sports socks with red and blue stripes around the ruffle - body BA-07-144T;
a pair of black corded cotton long johns, a white brassiere, a brown sweater with a
round neck, the upper part of a green synthetic tracksuit, brand name “LOTTO” - body
BA-07-148T;
a black jacket, made of leather or artificial leather, with a plastic zip-fastener, a grey
sock, a pair of white cotton briefs, a white cotton singlet, the bottom part of a tracksuit
made of violet-colored synthetic material, the remnants of a denim jeans, a plaid shirt
with large tan and grey squares, a tan sweater with a round neck - body BA-07-150T.

6. Perućac
6.1 Exhumation and forensic examination of the bodies: from September 6 to
September 14, 2001.
6.2 The team of the Military Academy in Belgrade:
Dr. Zoran Stanković, Dr. Nadica Marinković, criminology technician Dragutin
Jovanović, of Užice.
6.3 Observers:
Miodrag Krivokapić, the investigating judge from the district court in Užice, Dragan
Manović, a public prosecutor from Bajina Bašta, Branimir Petronijević, a public
prosecutor from Užice, Ljubiša Radulović, the president of the district court in Užice,
Milan Radulović, the president of the district court in Bajina Bašta, Mark Skiner (Mark
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Skinner), a forensic anthropologist of the International Commission on Missing Persons
(ICMP), and Vladan Miladinović, the Humanitarian Law Center.
The location was visited by Vilijam Fulton (William Fulton), an investigator of the
Hague Tribunal, and Kris Karphamer, Silvija Panović-Djurić and Ljiljana Bogdanović,
on behalf of OSCE.
6.4 Terrain:
The grave is located at the mouth of the Derventa river where it empties into the lake of
Perućac, about 6 kilometers from the gate of the hydro-electric power plant Perućac and
about 20 kilometers from Bajina Bašta. The pit wherefrom the bodies were pulled out is
6 x 4 meters, depth 1.5 to 2 meters.
6.5 Unassigned identification parameters:
a driver's license and an identity card; the identity card is almost completely destroyed
so as to render it illegible; however, from the driver's license it is possible to read that it
has been issued to the name of Binishi Skelzen, date of birth December 29, 1966,
citizens unique identification number 2912966940014. The driver's license was issued
on August 29, 989, in Đakovica, and is valid for “B” and “C” categories.
6.6 Unassigned articles of clothing:
in a part of scorched metal structure of a truck some scorched parts of the clothing were
found – the remnants of a men's black leather jacket, a scorched blanket as well as a
part of an unidentified article of clothing resembling a laborer's overcoat or working
clothes;
the remnants of ladies clothing;
the remnants of children's clothing.
6.7 Unassigned footwear:
a child's shoe.
6.8 Unassigned items:
a part of the metal structure of the refrigerator truck, green 6 x 2.5 x 2.5 meters.
6.9 Identification parameters, clothing and items found on the bodies:
a metal rod used to mend a broken shinbone – body DP-31.
6.10 Identification parameters, article of clothing and items found on the bodies:17
an identity card to the name of Gezim (Mazlu) Deva, date of birth February 22, 1970,
place of birth Đakovica, place of residence Ul. Cara Dušana No. 3, Đakovica, citizens
unique identification number 220297094001-, the last numeral could not be read (this
item has been marked as A2-1) – body D-2;
a box with pills, nose inhalator – body D-7;
a denture - body D-8;
3 largely scorched sweaters – body D-10;
a cream-colored blouse, a sweatshirt, a cap, a pair of socks and a pair of denim jeans –
body D-12;
a sweater, a blue jacket, a pair of socks – body D-18;
17

All identification parameters have been marked with the number of the body they were found on.
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the bottom part of a green and blue tracksuit – body D-19;
a jacket, a T-shirt, a sweater, a leather and plastic bracelet – body D –20;
two pairs of loose pantaloons (folk costume "dimije") and a black sweater – body D-22;
an extra tooth between the second and third right teeth – body D-23;
an extra tooth between the second and third right teeth, a long-sleeved T-shirt, a right
brown leather shoe – body D-25;
the bottom part of a tracksuit, a sweater and a pair of blue men's boxer briefs – body D26.

7. Petrovo Selo I [PS I]
7.1 Exhumation and forensic examination of the bodies: January 24 - June 27, 2001.
7.2 Forensic team of the Institute of Forensic Medicine in Niš:
Professor Dr Vujadin Otašević, Professor Dr Milija Spalević, Assistant Professor Dr
Jovan Stojanović, Assistant Professor Dr Lidija Kostić-Banović, Assistant Professor Dr
Radovan Karadžić, Assistant Professor Dr Goran Ilić, Miodrag Zdravković, M. S.,
Tatjana ĐorĎević, M. S., Dr Antović Aleksandra and Boško Radojković, criminology
technician, the Ministry of Internal Affair, Kladovo.
7.3 Observers:
Dr. Mark Skiner (Mark Skinner), forensic anthropologist, International Commission on
Missing Persons (ICMP) and Mojca Šivert, the Humanitarian Law Center.
The location was visited by Vilijam Fulton (William Fulton), an investigator of the
Hague Tribunal.
7.4 Terrain:
The grave is located in the village of Petrovo Selo, about 350 meters from the building
of the Training Center of Special Operations units of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of
the Republic of Serbia, on the meadow on the left side of the village road. The area of
the grave is 2.50 x 3.00 meters, depth 2.5 meters. All the bodies were buried in two
graves dug up in the immediate vicinity of the mass graves Petrovo selo Selo I and
Petrovo Selo II.
7.5 Unassigned identification parameters:
a piece of paper with the lettering Bytyqi Argon, Bytyqi Mehmed i Bytyqi? (the name
could not be read), with a note reading: Chicago, America.
7.6 Identification parameters, articles of clothing and items found on the bodies:
All the bodies wore layered clothing, they all had two pairs of underclothes, T-shirts
and sweaters.

8. Petrovo Selo II [PS II]
8.1 Exhumation and forensic examination of the bodies: June 27 - July 2, 2001.
8.2 Forensic team of the Institute of Forensic Medicine in Niš:
Professor Dr Vujadin Otašević, Professor Dr Milija Spalević, Assistant Professor Dr
Jovan Stojanović, Assistant Professor Dr Lidija Kostić-Banović, Assistant Professor Dr
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Radovan Karadžić, Assistant Professor Dr Goran Ilić, Miodrag Zdravković, M. S.,
Tatjana ĐorĎević, M. S., Dr Antović Aleksandra and Boško Radojković, criminology
technician, the Ministry of Internal Affairs, Kladovo.
8.3 Observers:
Dr. Mark Skiner (Mark Skinner), forensic anthropologist, International Commission on
Missing Persons (ICMP) and Mojca Šivert, the Humanitarian Law Center.
The location was visited by Vilijam Fulton (William Fulton), an investigator of the
Hague Tribunal.
8.4 Terrain:
The grave is located about 250 meters from the grave marked as Petrovo Selo I. The
area of the grave is 2.50 x 2.00 meters, and the depth is between 2.50 and 3.00 meters.
8.5 Unassigned identification parameters:
an identity card to the name of Mehmeti (Man) Hysen, date of birth March 13, 1967,
place of birth Đakovica;
an identity card to the name of Nazmi (Osman) Gradina, date of birth March 1, 1973,
place of birth Dečani.
8.6 Unassigned articles of clothing:
Parts of clothing, sweaters and T-shirts.
8.7 Identification parameters, articles of clothing and items found on the bodies:
an identity card to the name of Selman (Jashar) Loshaj, date of birth May 25, 1949,
identity card number54383, citizens unique identification number 2505949924000,
address Ul. Bore i Ramiza bb, Srbica – body PS-II-25;
an identity card to the name of Ilaz Musliu from Srbice, date of birth December 15,
1948, citizens unique identification number 1512948924999;
a passport to the name of Mulaj Lavdim from Peći, date of birth: date 30, month
(illegible), year1980 – found with a female body (the mark of the body was missing).
Also found were heavy clothes, leather jackets, sweaters. One body was dressed in a
full KLA (Kosovo Liberation Army) uniform. Two bodies wore combat vests, one of
the vests bore the German flag.
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